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This research characterized a system of small faults (displacement < 0.3 m) in
seven closely-spaced continuous 2.4 inch (6.1 cm) diameter cores. Cores were obtained
from central Texas, on the western edge of the Llano Uplift. Cores penetrate a dip-slip
dominant, normal fault (Nobles Fault) with 18.3 m (60 ft) of stratigraphic throw. The
spatial, geometric and kinematic attributes of small faults within the Nobles Fault system
were characterized to explore potential cause-and-effect relationships.
To quantify spatial distributions, a “density” measure based on individual small
fault magnitude was utilized. Approximately half of the small faults in the core
possessed no discernible offset markers; thus displacement amount for these faults could
not be measured directly. Using a nonparametric method in which an alternating
conditional expectation determined optimal transformations for the data, a statistically
significant empirical correlation was established for faults with measurable gouge
thickness, displacement, protolith mean grain size and sorting. Gouge thickness of small
faults was found to be dependant upon the displacement amount of the small fault and
the textural characteristics of the host protolith.
The role of protolith lithology, proximity to crystalline basement, and structural
position relative to the Nobles Fault system were examined to explain observed
ubiquitous spatial distribution of small faults. Small faults were found to occur in
clusters and the number of faults per foot only weakly correlates to the cumulative
displacement of the corresponding faults. The amount of mudstone present is the
dominant factor controlling small fault formation. Intervals with only minor quantities
iv
of mudstone have the largest number of faults per foot as well as largest associated
cumulative displacement per foot. Frequency of occurrence of small faults near the
basement is greater when compared to similar lithologies higher in the core. Intensity of
small faults do not universally increase with proximity to large faults. To observe an
increase in small faults, it is necessary to use a mean global cumulative displacement
approach. Zones of greater than average cumulative displacement of small faults in
close proximity to large faults were observed in zones that are compatible with fault-
fault interaction.
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Field studies show that brittle failure of a large volume of rock results in the
development of a system of faults that accommodates the inelastic strain field.
Typically, members of the fault system exhibit a broad range of dimensions and
displacements. Most small-scale field studies focus on the larger fault members, which
normally have the larger displacements (e.g. Dawer and Anders, 1995; Ackermann and
Schlische, 1997; Fossen and Hesthammer, 1997). With an increase of mapping scale,
one can document the spatial attributes of a large number of shorter faults with smaller
displacements.
The mechanical significance of these smaller faults has received only limited
study and remains open to debate. Some workers suggest that small faults represent
early-formed features that did not evolve into a larger fault due to mechanical effects
associated with preferential strain accommodation and growth of other faults in a
neighboring region (Antonellini and Aydin, 1995; Cruikshank et al., 1991; Cowie and
Scholz, 1992; Davis et al., 1999; Fossen and Hesthammer, 1997). In contrast, some
workers suggest that small faults need not be solely, early-formed elements with arrested
growth, but that some faults are nucleating through out the deformation interval and
reflect spatial and temporal variations of the inelastic strain field associated with larger
structures (Childs et al., 1996; Davison, 1994; Hedgcoxe, 1987; Johnson, 1993; Schafer,
2002; Walsh et al., 1999; Peacock and Sanderson, 1991).
The latter model for formation of small faults may be particularly appropriate
when studying large faults that evolve by interaction between and linkage of early-
formed, smaller faults. The fault-linkage model has been proposed to explain the highly
segmented character and the multiple, fault-element architecture of large faults
(Hedgcoxe, 1987; Cruikshank et al., 1991; Zhao and Johnson, 1991; Johnson, 1993;
Fossen and Hesthammer, 1997; Schafer, 2002; Bernard and Labaume, 2002). This
model of fault growth predicts the occurrence of spatial and temporal variations of the
____________
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strain field in the vicinity of the large fault with larger inelastic strains in regions
between interacting neighboring faults. In this model, later-forming small faults are
interpreted to be subsidiary faults forming in close association with the larger fault and
are a direct consequence of the evolution of the larger fault. This model of small-fault
formation would predict differing relative times of formation of the small faults. This
model also explains the common observation that the number of small faults increases
with increasing proximity to a large fault, although spatial variation along the fault also
can occur.
This thesis research has studied a system of small faults (displacements less than
0.3 m) in a volume of faulted siliciclastic rock in central Texas. This study builds upon
and extends the earlier study of Wilson (2001), which documented several closely
associated, moderate displacement, segmented faults. Wilson (2001) used 1050 m (3445
ft) of continuous core from eleven, closely spaced boreholes to construct a high-
resolution stratigraphic model and structural architecture of the segmented faults.
Wilson used the fault-linkage model to interpret the structural evolution of the faults.
The primary segmented fault has a net displacement of 18.3 m (60 ft) distributed on the
multiple fault elements.
This thesis has characterized the spatial, geometric and kinematic attributes of
small faults within core for the purpose of exploring several potential cause and effect
relationships that account for the observed spatial variations of small faults. The cause
and effect relationships that were investigated are: 1) lithologic control, 2) bedding




The study area is located in central Texas, in northern Mason County, northeast
of the town of Katemcy, on the western edge of the structural province know as the
Llano Uplift (Fig. 1). The Llano Uplift is a broad domal structural high that trends NW-
SE. Within the Llano uplift, 1000 m (3281 ft) of Paleozoic clastics and carbonates strata
have been tilted and faulted and are primarily exposed along the flanks of the uplift. The
central region of the uplift is primarily composed of exposed Precambrian igneous and
metamorphic rocks.
2.1 Stratigraphy
The Hickory Sandstone is the only Paleozoic unit present within the study area
and consists of 137 m (450 ft) of quartzose and sub-arkosic sandstone with interbeds of
mudstone and siltstone (Randolph, 1991; Wilson, 2001). The Hickory Sandstone is the
basal member of the Riley Formation and is Upper Middle to Late Cambrian in age
(Cloud, et al. 1945) and unconformabliy overlies the Precambrian Town Mountain
Granite.
The Hickory Sandstone is subdivided into three units for field mapping purposes:
Lower, Middle and Upper Hickory as defined by Barnes and Bell (1977). Only the
Lower and Middle subunits are of importance for this study. Based on core and
geophysical logs, the Middle Hickory has been further subdivided into Lower Middle
and Upper Middle subunits.
At the study site, the Lower Hickory is 57 m (187 ft) in thickness and consists of
two subfacies XB1 and XB2 as defined by Wilson (2001). The lithology of the Lower
Hickory consist of a friable to weakly cemented, high porosity, coarse to medium,
angular to subangular, poorly sorted, quartzose to subarkosic sandstone (Bridge et al.,
1947; Barnes and Bell, 1977; Randolph, 1991; Wilson, 2001). Large festoon cross
bedding is prominent along with a few interbedded, laterally discontinuous mudstone





















































Fig. 1. Map of regional geology and location of study area.  Modified from Randolph, 
(1991). 
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The Lower Middle Hickory is 35 m (115 ft) in thickness and consists of two
subfacies MS1 and MS2. Lithology of the Lower Middle Hickory consists of fine
grained to medium grain, poor to moderately sorted, quartzose sandstone, siltstone and
mudstone, which are commonly bioturbated (Wilson, 2001). Laterally extensive
siltstone and mudstone beds are prominent and range from 0.02 - 1 m (0.07 – 3.3 ft) in
thickness.
2.2 Structure
Faults within Paleozoic strata formed during the Quachita orogeny of Middle
Pennsylvanian time (Cheny and Goss, 1952). According to Becker (1985), Johnson and
Becker (1986) and Johnson (1990), faulting can be reconciled with a NNW-SSE regional
extension, which was due to plate flexure induced by vertical loads associated with
crustal thickening on the convergent plate margin to the E and SE. Stratigraphic
constraints (Becker, 1985) and diagenesis studies of the Hickory Sandstone (El-Jard,
1982; McBride et al., 2002) indicate that at the time of faulting approximately, 1km
(0.62 mi) of sedimentary overburden was over the crystalline basement. Due to the
shallow depth of burial, re-activation of pre-existing weaknesses in the basement is
inferred to strongly control faulting during the Pennsylvanian deformation interval
(Becker, 1985; Johnson and Becker, 1986; Schmittle, 1987; Hedgcoxe, 1987; Johnson,
1990).
In the vicinity of the study area, Randolph (1991) mapped a 600 m (2000 ft)
wide, N-trending structural graben within the Precambrian Granite and overlying Lower
Paleozoic strata (Fig. 2). Within the graben, two N-trending, large displacement, normal
dip-slip dominant faults with some right-lateral slip structurally partition the graben.
Smaller NE-trending normal and oblique faults further partition the graben into a
number of partially to completely fault-bounded blocks. The focus of this study is on
one of these normal faults, which trends approximately N60E and dips to the SE. For
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Fig. 2. Geologic map showing structural graben in which the study area lies.  Modified 
from Randolph, (1991 
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bounded to the east by a dip-slip dominant fault that trends approximately N30E and to
the west by one of the two N-trending, dip-slip dominant, large displacement faults.
2.2a Architecture of Nobles Fault System
Wilson (2001) constructed a structural model for the Nobles Fault using
continuous core and geophysical logs from boreholes drilled through the fault system.
The Nobles Fault is a linked-fault system consisting of several hard-linked, large fault
segments (Fig. 3), with a maximum net stratigraphic throw of 18.3 m (60 ft). The
dominate slip surface of the Nobles Fault system is comprised of three main segments.
Due to limited data, only the lower two segments (1 and 2) were used in this study. The
lower half of Segment 1 is subdivided into two Sub-Segments: 1a and 1b. In the
hanging wall in close proximity to Segment 1 is a prominent fault with 2 m (7 ft) of
displacement, which is denoted as the Upper Fault.
Wilson (2001) interpreted that the Nobles Fault evolved from upward and lateral
growth and eventual hard linkage of two closely spaced, ENE-trending, left-stepping en
echelon faults contained within the granite basement. Segment 2 is inferred to hard link
with Segment 1 near the Precambrian contact and along strike to the east and up dip.
The inferred linkage along strike is based on observed strike change of Segment 1 to the
east. The up-dip linkage is supported by the shallowing of dip of Segment 1 as it
approaches Segment 2. Transfer of displacement between the Segments 1 and 2 is
inferred from along fault variation of fault throw. Displacement transfer between the
two segments is supported by Segment 1 having the largest throw along strike to the
east, while to the west Segment 2 has the largest throw. Also, where the segments
overlap, displacement variations both laterally and vertically show complimentary
variations; increase of displacement on one segment is matched by a similar decrease on
the neighboring segment.
Wilson (2001) proposed two models for the development of the Upper Fault.
The preferred model relates the genesis of the Upper Fault with the hard linkage of the
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Fig. 3. Eastern cross section of the study area showing major segments of the Nobles 
Fault.  Modified from Wilson, (2001). 
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geometric perturbation. With increasing displacement on the main segments this
perturbation concentrated deformation in the adjacent hanging wall, which resulted in
formation of the Upper Fault. The alternative model proposes an early formation of the
Upper Fault independent of the effect of the hard linkage-induced perturbation. This




3.1 Nature of Data
The data set consists of measurements acquired from core and geophysical logs
in seven closely spaced boreholes. The boreholes were continuously cored using a HX-
size, 10 ft (3.05 m) long, core barrel, which produced 2.4 inch (6.1 cm) diameter core.
Core recovery averaged 99 % for boreholes ranging in depth from 320 - 405 ft (97.54 -
123.44 m). The core used is part of a larger data set from eleven boreholes (NNR-1
through 10 and GKR-5) drilled through or in immediate proximity to the Nobles Fault
(Fig. 4). NNR-1 and 2 were early exploratory boreholes drilled through the shallow
portion of the Nobles Fault and terminate a short distance after penetrating the Nobles
Fault in the unsaturated interval above the aquifer. NNR-3 through 10 penetrate the
Nobles Fault in the saturated interval within the aquifer, and all but NNR-3 terminate in
the Precambrian granite. GKR-5 is in the footwall and also terminates in the granite.
Gamma ray logs were taken in all of the boreholes and used to quantify lithology.
Acoustic borehole televiewer logs (BHTV) were taken in the saturated interval of
boreholes NNR-3, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10 and used to orient the core with respect to a true west
datum. Once the core was oriented, it was mapped onto strip maps. Data contained
within strip maps was then tabulated into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet which
facilitated quantitative analysis of spatial relationships.
3.2 Gamma Ray Logs
The mudstone content of the Hickory Sandstone varies with stratigraphic
position. Normalized gamma ray values from the gamma ray logs taken in each
borehole were used to quantify the fraction of mudstone within any given depth interval.
This gamma ray derived mudstone fraction was used to investigate the effect of lithology
on fault distribution in the boreholes.
Gamma ray logs detect the natural gamma radiation emitted by decay of
potassium-40 and trace amounts of uranium and thorium. Shales and mudstones
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Fig. 4. Map showing surface trace of the Nobles Fault, surface geology and location of 
cored boreholes.  Modified from Wilson, (2001). 
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to siliciclastic-rich sandstone. Some discrepancy in gamma ray counts can occur
because they are slightly dependent on how fast the geophysical tool is pulled up the
borehole.
Normalization of the gamma ray logs is necessary to insure a consistent
magnitude in gamma ray counts in correlated units. A commercial gamma ray log
obtained for NNR-3 is used to shift gamma ray curves of the other boreholes. Two
stratigraphic intervals that are distinct and readily correlated across all boreholes and are
located at approximately 18 m (59.05 ft) and 21 m (68.9 ft) in NNR-3 were chosen to
normalize the gamma ray logs.
The normalized gamma ray logs were used to distinguish between sandstone-
dominant and mudstone-dominant intervals. Based on gamma ray response and the
equivalent lithology observed in the core, a value of 60 API was deemed reasonable to
separate clean sandstone from interbedded sandstone and mudstone. The total
cumulative footage greater than 60 API for any chosen interval length is divided by the
interval length in order to determine the mudstone fraction within that interval.
3.3 Orientation of Core Using Acoustic Borehole Televiewer Logs
Orientation of the core relative to a geographic directional datum was achieved
using acoustic borehole televiewer logs. An acoustic borehole televiewer (BHTV) is an
ultrasonic imaging tool that produces a continuous three-dimensional image of the
borehole wall. The differences in acoustic reflectivity allow joints, faults and bedding
features, hereafter referred to as structural elements, to be distinguished from one
another. Absolute orientations for these elements can be determined, because the BHTV
logs were magnetically oriented and have a resolution within the millimeters range.
Absolute orientation for structural elements in the BHTV log is measured at the dip line
point. Since strike is perpendicular to the dip line point, one only needs to subtract or
add 90° to obtain strike (Fig. 5). In order to determine the dip amount (, the vertical
distance between the two dip line points (h) and the diameter of the borehole (d) are
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Fig. 5. Illustration of acoustic borehole televiewer log and method for obtaining the 
attitude of fractures within boreholes.  Example fracture strikes E-W and dips to the 
south.  Modified form Davison et al., (1982). 
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BHTV logs were obtained in the saturated interval of boreholes NNR-3, 4, 7, 8, 9
and 10 and are used to determine absolute orientation of select structural elements.
Structural elements with attitudes determined using the BHTV log were first located in
core, then the core was rotated to match the directional datum of the BHTV (in this case,
west) (Fig. 6). These correlated elements were then used to orient the rest of the core by
carefully piecing together the intermediary core pieces. Quality of core orientation was
checked by comparing the inferred west datum direction as carried from one correlation
element to that of the next correlation element. If the two directions differed by less than
10°, the core interval between the correlation elements was considered properly
oriented. This method was highly successful because broken pieces of core were easily
put back together. In cases where the core was missing or damaged, and pieces could
not be placed together easily, the dip line of local mudstone beds was assumed to trend
west, because the average strike of mudstone beds calculated within BHTV logs strike
approximately to the north and dip to the west.
Once the core was oriented the absolute orientation for faults, joints and bedding
elements that are not visible in BHTV logs were determined. Bedding attitudes
measured in core were determined primarily on clay surfaces and interfaces between
sandstones layers of significantly different grain sizes. Care was taken to not measure
attitudes of large scale cross bedding in sandstone. In a sand quarry near the study area,
clay drapes in the Lower Hickory occur on dune and bar surfaces (Johnson personal
communication), thus measured bedding attitudes reflect both stratigraphic and
structural controls.
Bedding attitudes also were obtained independently from the BHTV logs.
Attitudes of low dipping beds were not attempted because of the inherent error
associated with the measurement. When BHTV bedding attitudes were compared with
bedding attitudes obtained from core, the two measurements were usually similar.
3.4 Core Description
This study describes 1,652 ft (503.53 m) of core in detail. The types of data
































Fig. 6. Example of method for orienting core by use of acoustic borehole televiewer logs 
(BHTV). (a) Structural element within core (360° view) with corresponding correlation 
points found in (b) acoustic borehole televiewer log.  (c) Strip map created for this depth 
interval showing bedding, faults and open crack (dots).  
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structural element, 3) orientation of structural element, 4) gouge thickness of small fault,
5) sense of slip and magnitude of small fault, 6) pitch of displacement vector when striae
visible, 7) cross-cutting relationship with other structural elements and 8) lithology.
Faults, joints and bedding are the three types of structural elements that are
distinguishable in core. Joints within the core are purely mode I and commonly have Fe
or Mn oxide surface coatings. Of the 2523 structural elements recorded only 81 are
joints and they are younger in age than faults. The joints were documented for
completeness, but were not analyzed in this study. Faults are discernable by the
presence of a well-defined, quasi-planar, continuous zone of cataclasis. Faults were
subdivided into three subcategories based on magnitude of displacement. Large faults
have a displacement greater than 3 ft (0.91 m), intermediate faults have a displacement
ranging from 1 - 3 ft (0.3 - 0.91 m) and small faults have a displacement of less than 1 ft
(0.3 m).
A midpoint depth (i.e. depth in core below the earth’s surface) is used as the
spatial location for each structural element in core. In many cases, structural elements
cut entirely across the core (Fig. 7a). In some cases the elements cut only partway
across the core and either die out or terminate against another structural element (Figs.
7b and 7c). The midpoint depth is the maximum depth minus the minimum depth
divided by two. All depth measures were measured to the nearest 0.05 ft (1.52 cm).
The absolute attitude of each structural element was possible because the core
was oriented using BHTV logs, as described above. Strike was recorded to the nearest
5° increment, while dip amount was measured with a contact goniometer and recorded
to the nearest 1° increment.
Displacement amount and thickness of gouge for each small fault was measured
from core and used as a substitute measure of strain. Values of shear displacements
were determined from offset of sedimentary structures and measured to the nearest 0.5
mm (0.02 in). Gouge thickness was measured to the nearest 0.25 mm (0.01 in) in close




























Midpoint depth = (min. depth - max. depth) / 2
Fig. 7.  Illustration of method for determining midpoint depth of structural elements 
within core from maximum and minimum depths.  Structural element cut entirely across 
the core (a) or terminates within core by either dying out (b) or terminating against 
another structural element (c). 
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variable gouge thickness along its length in core, an average gouge thickness was
recorded. Displacement and gouge thickness are addressed in further detail in section 4.
Core breakage occasionally occurs along faults, especially for large and
intermediate faults. Fault slip striae are often visible on these exposed fault surfaces.
The rake of the striae was measured and considered to be parallel to the slip vector.
The small diameter of the core constrains the lateral dimensions of faults
sampled by the core and provides a limited sampling of cross-cutting relationships. If a
fault appeared to cut another fault, a cross-cutting relationship was recorded if the
following criteria were met: 1) the displacement magnitude and direction of the younger
fault could be determined independently using sedimentary markers, 2) the apparent
magnitude and direction of displacement of the younger fault as determined by offset of
the older (cross-cut) fault was similar to the independently determined measurement
obtained using sedimentary markers, and 3) the strike and dip of the offset fault
segments were similar.
Six lithologies were distinguished based on grain size and sorting: 1) coarse to
very coarse grained sand, 2) fine to medium grained sand, 3) coarse grained sand with
only a few clay interbeds, 4) interbedded medium grained sand and clay, 5) mudstone
with a few sand interbeds, and 6) mudstone. These six lithofacies are equivalent to the
lithofacies described by Wilson (2001).
3.5 Core Data Illustration
An illustrated three-dimensional representation of structural features in the core
was documented using strip maps (Fig. 8). The strip maps were drawn such that one
view is seen looking to the north (front) and the reverse side is seen looking to the south
(back). Lithologic changes within core and bedding dip amounts were illustrated only
on the view looking to the north. Documented within the stripmap are: 1) sense of slip,
displacement magnitude of small faults, 2) pitch of displacement vector if visible, 3)
gouge thickness of small faults, and 4) mean grain size of the protolith adjacent to the
measured gouge zone. Orientations of bedding features measured within BHTV logs are
noted. Faults and joints used as correlations points to orient the core, ancillary notes and
18



































































"g" is older then steeper SE  dipping
fault, but younger than "f"
"h" is a joint
V ery photogenic fault system
B edding @  348.4' :  N10E  16NW
B edding @  345.8' :  N30W 11SW
fault "e" correlates with 346.6' in
B HT V -log
fault "a" correlates with 347.3' in
B HT V -log
B edding @  349.8' :  N7E  23NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fig. 8. Strip map example of core within NNR-4 from depth interval of 345 – 350 ft. 
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drawings are also included within the margins of the strip maps. Individual small faults
were illustrated as observed. Near or within faults of intermediate to large
displacements the complexity occasionally became too great to accurately capture at this
scale of observation. Since large and intermediate faults were not the focus of this study,
only the dominant characteristics of small faults were captured in these complex areas.
3.6 Defining Clusters of Fault Elements
Preliminary observations of small faults show they tend to form clusters. A
cluster is comprised of two or more fault elements that occur close together relative to
the proximity of the next cluster of faults. To facilitate data analysis, the faults were
grouped into clusters using the criteria outlined below.
The first step in identifying a cluster of faults was to determine the average
distance between adjacent faults using a nearest-neighbor-distance method. The distance
between neighboring faults was measured perpendicular to the faults, which for
neighboring faults that have the same orientation is the shortest distance between the
faults (Fig. 9a). Since most faults are not parallel four different distances were
calculated for each neighboring pair and the average distance was used (Fig. 9a - e):
d1 = (Y1 – X1) COSY (2)
d2 = (Y2 – X2) COSY (3)
d3 = (Y1 – X1) COSX (4)
d4 = (Y2 – X2) COSX (5)
dave = (d1 + d2 + d3 +d4) / 4 (6)
The frequency distribution of the average distance between nearest-neighbor
faults was examined (Fig. 10) and used to establish the criterion to define a fault-cluster
distance threshold. The histogram of average distance between nearest-neighbor faults
is highly skewed with a maximum average distance of 7.4 ft (2.26 m), while the
arithmetic mean is 0.41 ft (0.12 m). Based on the distributional characteristic of fault




X1 = min. depth of Fault "X"
X2 = max. depth of Fault "X"
Y1 = min. depth of Fault "Y"
Y2 = max. depth of Fault "Y"  
x = dip angle of Fault "X"q




Fig. 9. Illustration for calculating the average distance between neighboring faults in 
core. (a) Ideal case in which faults are parallel and (b through e) four different 
algorithms used to calculate average distance 














































































Fig. 10. Histogram of average distance between nearest-neighbor faults in core.  Data for 
faults within core from GKR-5, NNR-3, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10. 
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neighboring clusters. This threshold distance is approximately one standard deviation
larger than the mean spacing.
A cluster is typically composed of multiple faults, although a single fault element
can represent a cluster in some cases. Some clusters consist of faults with similar
attitudes and shear sense (Fig. 11). Whereas, clusters with a more complex architecture
have fault elements with different attitudes and shear sense, which can be grouped into
several sets (Fig. 12). A fault set consists of fault elements with a similar strike, dip
direction and shear sense.
Fault elements were grouped into sets using stereonet plots and the following
criteria: 1) Fault elements of a set have a similar dip direction and dip magnitude. Fault
elements with similar dip directions were placed into different sets only if their dip
magnitude differed by more than 60°. 2) The strike of fault elements in a set must differ
by no more than 30°, unless hard linkage occurs, if the latter occurs, the range in strike
is increased up to 60°. 3) Fault elements in a set must also have the same apparent sense
of displacement. If the sense of slip of a fault could not be determined, then it was
assumed to have the same slip sense as the nearest-fault element with similar strike and
dip direction. Once the fault sets in a cluster were identified, the average strike and dip
of set members was determined. This average orientation was then assigned to each
member of the set.
Determination of fault sets comprising a cluster of fault elements served two
purposes. Firstly, it permitted representation of each cluster by a simplified idealization
that contained the architectural essence of the dominant fault set or sets within the
cluster. The idealized clusters show orientation of fault sets as well as observed or
inferred abutting and cross-cutting relationships between sets, shear sense on each set
and cumulative shear displacement for each set in the cluster. It was anticipated that
representation of complex clusters of faults by the idealized versions would facilitate
correlation of faults between neighboring boreholes and thus aid in construction of a
cross section containing boreholes NNR-7, 8, 9, 10 and 4 (sequenced N to S). Secondly,
23






















Actual Orientations of Faults in a 
              Simple Cluster
Average Orientation of Fault Set in
 Cluster: Simplified Representation
Strip Map
Fig. 11. Example of a simple fault cluster showing the actual architecture and its 
simplified representation.  Example is from NNR-9.  Stereonets are equal area, lower 
hemisphere projections, showing planes and associated poles. 
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Actual Orientations of Faults in a 
             Comples Cluster
Average Orientations of Fault Sets in 
   cluster: Simplified Representation
Fig. 12. Example of a complex fault cluster showing the actual architecture and its 
simplified representation.  Example is from NNR-7.  Stereonets are equal area, lower 
hemisphere projections, showing planes and associated poles. 
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differentiation of fault sets in fault clusters aided in establishing strike and dip cutoff
limits used to define fault sets in the global data set as discussed below.
3.7 Orientation of Small Faults Analysis Method
Stereonet and rose diagrams plots show existence of multiple fault sets (Fig. 13).
In order to allow easier visualization of spatial patterns of faults as a function of fault
orientation, faults were assigned to one of four strike bins. Faults within a strike bin
were further differentiated according to dip polarity.
Initial efforts to define the range of strike associated with each bin utilized the
actual orientation data to construct global stereonet and rose diagrams plots (Fig. 13).
These plots provided insight into possible strike intervals for each bin, but cutoffs limits
were uncertain due to significance dispersion about the mean.
An alternative approach was to utilized “smoothed” fault attitudes. Each actual
fault attitude was replaced by the average attitude of the set to which it was assigned in
the cluster idealization (Section 3.6). This process reduced the inherent variability of
fault attitudes (Fig. 13), yet insured that small faults that are in close proximity to one
another but with minor variability in strike were placed in the same strike bin. For
example, a bin could be defined from faults that dip to the SE and range in strike from
N30E to N70E. If the actual orientation of faults is used, this cutoff (N30E to N80E)
would place small faults with similar attitudes that are in close proximity to one another
into separate bins, see Figures 11 and 12 as examples.
Global stereonet and rose diagram plots using the smoothed data allowed easier
discrimination of fault bins and strike cutoffs to separate global fault sets. Four strike
bins were discriminated: 1) NE strike (N30-70E), 2) N strike (N29W-N29E), 3) E strike
(N71E–S71E) and 4) NW strike (N30-70W). Each strike bin was then subdivided based
on dip direction. All orientation data were plotted using Allmendingers’s StereoWin 1.2
software (2002).
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4.5 % 4.5 %
Fig. 13. Rose diagrams and stereonets of actual and smoothed small fault orientations.  
Equal area, lower hemisphere projection, stereonet plots with Kamb contouring of poles 
with a contour interval of 2s.   
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3.8 Density Measures of Small Faults
Three measures of small fault occurrence are used to represent “density”
measures within the core as function of depth. These measures are: 1) frequency of small
faults per foot, 2) cumulative displacement of all small faults per foot, and 3) average
displacement of all faults per foot (i.e. cumulative displacement per foot \ frequency per
foot). Though large and intermediate displacement faults were mapped in core, they
were purged from the data set before the three measures of “density” were quantified
(Table 1).
Density measures of cumulative displacement and average displacement require
all faults to have measures of displacement. For approximately half of the small faults in
core, no displacement was able to be determined directly. The following section outlines
the method used to obtain estimated measures of displacement for these faults from
measures of fault gouge thickness and textural characteristics of the host protolith. On
occasion neither displacement nor gouge thickness could be determined for a small fault.
Typically when this occurred a discernible lithologic marker could be seen, either on the
footwall or hanging wall portion of the fault. The distance from the lithologic marker to
the dip line of the fault represents a minimum displacement. This minimum
displacement was assigned as the displacement value. On rare occasion no minimum
displacement could be determined for a small fault because of lack of discernible
lithologic markers. When this occurred these faults were purged from the data set (Table
2).
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Borehole Midpoint (ft) Borehole Midpoint (ft) Borehole Midpoint (ft)
NNR-10 232.30 NNR-4 228.05 NNR-9 250.50
NNR-10 232.48 NNR-4 255.65 NNR-9 250.55
NNR-10 255.55 NNR-4 298.83 NNR-9 252.10
NNR-10 280.05 NNR-4 299.15 NNR-9 252.20
NNR-10 282.33 NNR-4 299.68 NNR-9 253.23
NNR-10 282.60 NNR-4 300.33 NNR-9 268.53
NNR-10 283.15 NNR-4 396.40 NNR-9 276.50
NNR-10 286.03 NNR-4 403.35 NNR-9 276.95
NNR-10 286.20 NNR-4 404.53 NNR-9 303.68
NNR-10 286.53 NNR-7 196.10 NNR-9 315.00
NNR-10 286.70 NNR-7 196.50 NNR-9 315.08
NNR-10 338.35 NNR-7 198.65 NNR-9 315.20
NNR-10 338.95 NNR-7 202.13 NNR-9 320.23
NNR-10 339.35 NNR-7 203.00 NNR-9 321.70
NNR-10 340.13 NNR-7 205.13 NNR-9 340.95
NNR-10 340.38 NNR-7 205.20 NNR-9 342.00
NNR-10 341.30 NNR-7 236.35 GKR-5 368.50
NNR-10 357.03 NNR-7 236.95 GKR-5 136.63
NNR-10 357.28 NNR-7 304.20 GKR-5 296.90
NNR-10 359.28 NNR-7 304.50 GKR-5 364.60
NNR-10 360.10 NNR-7 304.55 GKR-5 376.80
NNR-10 362.75 NNR-7 327.35 GKR-5 298.15
NNR-10 363.33 NNR-8 228.05
NNR-10 367.70 NNR-8 228.10
NNR-3 192.45 NNR-8 236.23
NNR-3 192.63 NNR-8 238.10
NNR-3 202.93 NNR-8 238.13
NNR-3 230.30 NNR-8 245.95
NNR-3 230.83 NNR-8 251.05
NNR-3 269.15 NNR-8 252.20
NNR-4 200.85 NNR-8 287.23
NNR-4 201.00 NNR-9 215.80
Table 1.  Large and intermediate displacement faults that correlate with Wilson (2001) 
and were purged from “density” measures. 
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Borehole Midpoint (ft) Borehole Midpoint (ft)
NNR-4 266.8 GKR-5 90.33
NNR-4 274.13 GKR-5 90.83
NNR-4 274.5 GKR-5 91.68
NNR-7 178.4 GKR-5 101.68
NNR-7 235.8 GKR-5 127.20
NNR-7 235.9 GKR-5 143.10
NNR-7 238.6 GKR-5 164.20
NNR-7 239.3 GKR-5 164.45
NNR-7 287.425 GKR-5 181.70
NNR-7 296.7 GKR-5 185.25
NNR-7 309.9 GKR-5 219.95
NNR-7 317.275 GKR-5 228.75
NNR-7 321 GKR-5 238.60
NNR-7 323.6 GKR-5 258.45
NNR-7 326.425 GKR-5 299.15
NNR-7 380.1 GKR-5 299.65
NNR-8 198.825 GKR-5 300.40
NNR-8 227.175 GKR-5 300.60
NNR-8 236.125 GKR-5 349.65
NNR-8 237.4 GKR-5 351.65
NNR-8 245.625 GKR-5 351.75
NNR-8 247.7 GKR-5 352.31
NNR-9 188.3 GKR-5 352.70






Table 2. Small faults in which estimated or minimum displacement could not be 
determined, thusly they were purged from the “density” measures. 
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4. ESTIMATING SMALL FAULT DISPLACEMENT USING FAULT
GOUGE THICKNESS AND PROTOLITH TEXTURE
The focus of this section is two fold. First, using data for small faults with
measurable displacement, a statistically significant empirical correlation was established
between the dependent variable, gouge thickness and the independent variables of fault
displacement, protolith mean grain size and protolith sorting.
Second, in subsequent analysis displacement amount was used to weight each
fault. Approximately half of the small faults in core possessed no discernible offset
markers, and thus displacement amount for these faults could not be measured directly.
In instances where displacement amount could not be directly measured for a fault, the
empirical correlation established for faults with measurable gouge thickness,
displacement, protolith mean grain size and sorting of the protolith were used to generate
an estimate of displacement.
4.1 Previous Work
Experimental deformation studies have observed that both the mean gouge
thickness (Engelder, 1974) and the frequency of associated deformation bands
comprising a fault (Mair et al., 2000) increase approximately linearly with displacement.
Field observations have established that the fault zone thickness increases with net
displacement at a constant proportion over several orders of magnitude (Otsuki, 1978;
Robertson, 1983; Wallace and Morris, 1986; Hull, 1988). Subsequent work has focused
on defining measures of fault zone thickness in order to better understand the
interdependence of fault thickness and displacement. Two approaches have been taken;
one is to measure attributes of individual faults, while the other is to measure attributes
of the zone associated with deformation. Field work by Knott (1994) observed that
thickness of deformation bands or zones of deformation bands increases with
displacement of individual deformation bands, or zones of deformation bands. Net
thickness of individual faults has been observed to scale with net displacement (Child et
al., 1996). The thickness of damage zones also have been observed to increases with net
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displacement of the zone (Beach et al., 1999; Fossen and Hesthammer, 2000; Shipton
and Cowie, 2001; Bernard and Labaume, 2002). Even though a crude linear relationship
exists for displacement and gouge thickness, the wide statistical variability implies that a
simple relationship does not exist for the two variables. Lithology, cementation,
porosity and burial depth are all secondary variables that could account for the
variability of gouge thickness for a given displacement.
Textural attributes of siliciclastic granular protoliths in which the fault forms
appears to explain some of the variability of shear zone thickness associated with a given
displacement. Fault thickness has been observed to be narrower in clay-rich horizons as
compared to coarser siliciclastic layers (Antonellin et al., 1994; Knott et al., 1996;
Heynekamp et al., 1999). For high porosity sandstone, the finer-grained sandstone tends
to have less gouge development than coarse-grained sandstone (Schmittle, 1987; Beach
et al., 1999; Fossen and Hesthammer, 2000). The effective pressure in which cataclastic
flow occurs in high porosity sandstone is dependent upon grain size and porosity (Zhang
et al., 1990; Wong et al., 1997). Karner et al., (2005) deformed samples of
unconsolidated sand and found that the critical pressure for grain crushing has an inverse
power-law relationship with grain size.
Cementation of grains potentially can decrease the amount of gouge formed
during shear deformation. Experimental work has shown that intragranular failure is
inhibited by cemented regions around the grains (Bernabe et al., 1992; Menendez et al.,
1996) which is inferred to result from contact tractions on grains becoming more
uniformly distributed (Yin and Dvorkin, 1994). Field observations of deformation bands
with thin zones of gouge development as compared to deformation bands with thicker
zones of gouge thickness suggests that secondary cementation in the porous sandstone
affects the thickness of deformation bands (Johansen et al., 2005).
Experimental studies show fracture strength of quartz sandstone increases with a
decrease of porosity (Dunn et al., 1973; Wong et al., 1997). Porosity also affects the
brittle-ductile transition, such that at the same confining pressure a high porosity
material will respond in a brittle manner as compared to a low porosity material (Scott
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and Nielsen, 1991). Field work by Young (1982) observed that porosity affects the
relationship between gouge thickness and displacement of a single fault, such that for a
fixed displacement, the gouge thickness is smaller with a decrease in porosity of the
protolith. A weak correlation between porosity of the host protolith and the thickness of
deformation bands within the same mean pressure regime has also been observed
(Antonellini et al., 1994).
Experimental studies on precut high porosity sandstone have shown that normal
stress influences the thickness of gouge, such that an increase in normal stress is
accompanied by an increase in gouge development (Teufel, 1981). Conversely,
experimentally deformed samples of intact porous sandstone have shown that with an
increase in normal stress, the thickness of gouge decreases although the relationship
appears not to be monotonic at high normal stress (El Bied et al., 2002).
Although these studies have investigated several variables that can affect the
relationship between gouge thickness and displacement, none limited the range of
analysis for displacement and gouge thickness to less than three orders of magnitude,
analyzed samples within the same lithology, mean pressure regime or established any
statistically significant linear correlation.
4.2 Controls on Gouge Thickness Development
Small faults, which are also called deformation bands (Aydin and Johnson,
1978), within the sandstones of the Hickory Sandstone are seen as narrow, quasi-planar
cataclastic zones in which the grains of the protolith have undergone comminution.
These well-defined zones are lighter in color than the buff to tan protolith. The
thickness of the cataclastic material comprising the narrow zone of shear deformation is
denoted as gouge thickness in this thesis.
Statistical analysis was performed on 692 small faults with measurable
displacement in order to explore empirical relationship between the dependent variable,
gouge thickness and the independent variables; displacement, protolith mean grain size
and sorting of the protolith. In agreement with prior workers and shown subsequently, a
weak statistical correlation was found between displacement and gouge thickness. The
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incorporation of protolith mean grain size and sorting in addition to displacement
improved the correlation and demonstrates the importance of protolith texture on gouge
development.
The role of effective mean pressure and protolith cementation were not assessed.
It was assumed all faults studied formed under a similar effective mean pressure,
because the faults occur within a small vertical sample window of 245 ft (74.68 m) and a
horizontal window of approximately 110 ft (33.53 m). Cementation also was expected
to marginally contribute to the variability, because diagenesis of the Hickory Sandstone
resulted in only minor cementation (El-Jard 1982; McBride et al., 2002).
4.2a Variables and Data Collection Techniques
Gouge thickness is a quantitative continuous variable and was defined as the
dependent variable. Thickness of gouge for most faults was readily measurable with the
unaided eye via a ruler marked in 1 mm (0.04 in) increments. For thickness less than or
equal to 1 mm (0.04 in), the thickness recorded was reported to the nearest 0.25 mm
(0.01 in); for thickness greater than 1 mm (0.04 in), the thickness recorded was reported
to the nearest 0.5 mm (0.02 in). Measures of thickness were obtained in close proximity
to locations where displacement was measured. If a small fault exhibited variable gouge
thickness along its length in core, an average gouge thickness was recorded. Thickness
measurements were not taken in the vicinity of dip lines, because gouge thickness has a
grossly enlarged apparent thickness at these locations in core.
Displacement was determined by offset of sedimentary structures and was
considered a quantitative, independent variable. Slip striae on fault surfaces demonstrate
that faults are nearly dip-slip (Fig. 14), so for displacement measurements the slip vector
was assumed to be parallel to fault dip. A ruler marked in 1 mm (0.04 in) increments
was used to measure displacement, which was reported to the nearest 0.5 mm (0.02 in).
Grain size also was defined as an independent variable and was the main textural
variable quantified. In order to address the effect of grain size on gouge thickness, mean
grain size of the protolith adjacent to a fault was determined and assigned to one of four




Fig. 14. Equal area, lower hemisphere stereonet projection of faults with observable fault 
striae.  Red symbols represent fault striae orientation. 
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a small fault was of limited occurrence, since 99.8 % of the small faults analyzed have a
displacement less than 8 cm (3.15 in) and 97.8 % of the faults have a thickness less than
4 mm (0.16 in), thus grain size measurement was limited to a single lithology. The mean
grain size was determined using a 10x hand-lenses and a grain size comparative card.
The four mean grain size categories correspond to the Wentworth’s categories and are:
1) very coarse to coarse sand (2 - 0.5 mm), 2) medium sand (0.5 - 0.25 mm), 3) fine sand
(0.25 - 0.0625 mm) and 4) mud (< 0.0625 mm).
Sorting is a qualitative independent variable that was explored in a preliminary
fashion. A measure of sorting was not acquired for the protolith adjacent to a fault but
was inferred by the stratigraphic position of the fault. Wilson (2001) observed that the
sandstone in the Lower Hickory is more poorly sorted than that of the Middle Hickory,
which reflects a difference in the depositional environment. Faults in the Lower Hickory
were distinguished from faults in the Middle Hickory and assigned to a different sorting
category.
4.2b Linear Regressions for Gouge Thickness Versus Displacement
A linear-linear scatterplot of gouge thickness versus displacement was used
initially to assess the relationship between the two variables (Fig. 15). As seen with
prior studies, small faults with a specific displacement exhibit a wide range of gouge
thickness. A linear, least-square-fit regression was preformed and results in a correlation
R2 = 0.431, which indicates a weak relationship between the two variables. However, if
mean gouge thicknesses for a given displacement only were considered, better
correlations can be found because averaging inherently smooth statistical variability
(Fig. 16).
Several approaches were available to seek better empirical correlations between
displacement and thickness of gouge that did not require averaging of the data. One
approach utilized a transformation of the data. The other incorporated additional
independent variables together with transformations of the variable.
Frequency histograms of displacement and gouge thickness are not Gaussian but
are markedly skewed to the right (Figs. 17a, 17c, 18a and 18c). The skewed distribution
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 = 0.4312R
Fig.15. Scatterplot of gouge thickness versus displacement with linear least-square-fit 
regression line. 
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Fig. 16. Distributions of the mean gouge thickness for a given displacement amount and 
mean displacement for a given gouge thickness.  Error bars represent 95% confidence 


























































Fig. 17. Frequency and cumulative frequency plots of untransformed and logarithmically 
transformed displacement.  (a) Frequency distribution of displacement; (b) frequency 
distribution of log displacement; (c) probability distribution function for displacement; 





























































Fig. 18. Frequency and cumulative frequency plots of untransformed and logarithmically 
transformed gouge thickness.  (a) Frequency distribution of gouge thickness; (b) 
frequency distribution of log gouge thickness; (c) probability distribution function for 
gouge thickness; and (d) probability distribution function for log gouge thickness. 
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toward small values is suggestive of a log-normal distribution. For such skewed
distributions, conventional practice is to transform the variables via a log or ln function.
A base 10, logarithmic transformation resulted in a more symmetric distribution (Figs.
17b, 17d, 18c and 18d), suggesting the data are approximately log-normal. Kurtosis
values (Table 3) indicate that both transformed variables are not Gaussian and are
sparser in the tails than a normal distribution. A linear least-square-fit regression on the
two logarithmic transformed variable results in a correlation R2 = 0.376, which is a
weaker correlation than for linear regression on the untransformed data (Fig. 19a).
In lieu of a trial and error approach to correctly transform data to a Gaussian
distribution, normal score transformations are commonly used in regression analysis. A
normal score distribution is said to be achieved when the transformed data approximates
the standard normal distribution (i.e. mean = 0 and variance = 1). A linear least-square-
fits regression for the normal score of gouge thickness and displacement results in a
correlation R2 = 0.492 (Fig. 19b), which represents a stronger correlation than for the
untransformed data. The premise behind normal score transformations is that if two
variable have an interdependence and a normal distribution, then the relationship
between the two variables is linear. Since normal transformations of gouge thickness
and displacement still exhibit a weak relationship, one might infer that additional
independent variables have yet to be identified.
4.2c Optimal Transformations
The conventional regression methods described above assume that the
independent variable is error free and that the proper transformation function of the
variables is identified. The following nonparametric method requires no prior
knowledge of the functional form of the probability distribution function in order to
obtain optimal transformations for correlations in the transformed space. The basis of
this method involves an alternating conditional expectation (ACE) to derive the optimal
transformations for the data (Breiman and Friedman, 1985) and is described briefly
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Fig. 19. Scatterplot of transformed gouge thickness versus transformed displacement 
with linear least-square-fit regressions.  (a) Logarithmic transform; (b) normal score 
transform. 
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LetY be the dependent random variable and pXX ,...,1 be independent random
variables. Also let )(),....,(),( 11 pp XXY  be arbitrary mean-zero transforms. The
error )( 2e that is not explained by a linear regression between the transformed dependent






































Consider the bivariate case (p = 1) in which 1)]([ YE and the expectation of all
functions is zero. Thus,
})]()({[)( 22 XYEe   (9)
The minimization of 2e for )(X given )(Y is:
]|)([)( XYEX   (10)
Conversely, the minimization of 2e for )(Y given )( X is:
/|)([)( YXEY   ]|)([ YXE  (11)
When the data set is finite, the conditional expectation is replaced by a suitable
estimate derived from a data smoothing process. The estimates of the optimal
transformations are derived by a moving average in which the window is determined by
local cross-validation. See Breiman and Friedman (1985) for further details concerning
the smoothing process.
An ACE algorithm program supplied by Xue et al. (1997) was used to obtain
optimal transformations of gouge thickness and displacement (Fig. 20). It is clear from
the linear shape of the transformations that the conventional logarithmic transformation
is unnecessary for this data set. Rather, it appears that transformation of the data set is




























































Fig. 20. Optimal transformations of gouge thickness and fault displacement using 
alternating conditional expectation. (a) Displacement versus optimally transformed 
displacement; and (b) gouge thickness versus optimally transformed gouge thickness. 
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than the untransformed data. A linear regression for optimal transformed gouge
thickness and displacement results in a correlation R2 = 0.436 (Fig. 21), which is similar
to the correlation for untransformed data.
As shown above only a weak relationship exists between the sole independent
variable, displacement and dependent variable, gouge thickness. The scatter in the data
cannot reflect solely uncertainty in displacement. Instead, the weak correlation suggests
that one or more independent variables influence the thickness of gouge developed for a
given displacement. As noted earlier, grain size, grain sorting, porosity and effective
mean pressure are additional factors that appear to qualitatively influence gouge
thickness.
A multiple parameter regression method was used to seek an improved
relationship that incorporates the influence of mean grain size and sorting. Since sorting
and grain size are categorical predictor variables and assumptions of linearly
responsiveness with gouge thickness is unwarranted, they were treated as indicator
variables taking on a numerical value of 1 or 0. A conventional multiple parameter
linear regression method results in a correlation R2 = 0.538, for the dependent variable
gouge thickness and independent variables displacement, grain size and sorting. Using
ACE to generate optimal transformations for the same variables results in an improved
correlation R2 = 0.592 (Figs. 22 and 23).
Incorporation of grain size and sorting of the protolith strengths the predictability
of gouge thickness amount as compared to using only displacement as the sole
independent variable. Comparisons between the correlation coefficient for a single
predictor variable (displacement) and multiple predictor variables (displacement, grain
size and sorting) indicate that displacement is the dominant predictor variable. In order
to assess the individual contribution that grain size and sorting have on the predicted
gouge thickness amount, the ACE method was performed using one dependent variable
at a time. The regression between gouge thickness and grain size results in R2 = 0.230,
while the regression between gouge thickness and sorting have a correlation R2 = 0.096.
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Fig. 21. Scatterplot of optimally transformed gouge thickness versus optimally 
transformed displacement with linear least-square-fit regression. 
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Fig. 22. Optimal transformations for multivariant case (gouge thickness, displacement, 
grain size & sorting) using alternating conditional expectation method.  (a) Displacement 
versus optimally transformed displacement; (b) gouge thickness versus optimally 
transformed gouge thickness; (c) grain size (1 = coarse, 2 = medium, 3 = fine and 4 = 
mud) versus optimally transformed grain size; and (d) sorting (1 = Lower Middle 
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Fig. 23. Scatterplot of optimally transformed gouge thickness versus sum of optimally 
transformed independent variables (displacement, grain size & sorting) with linear least-
square-fit regression. 
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Theses results indicate that grain size has the second largest contribution in determining
gouge thickness, while sorting contributes very little to explaining the variability.
Some words of caution are warranted about interpretations of the population
based on the optimal transformation of the sample data. It is unclear if the optimally
transformed functional forms of the samples truly represent the functional forms of the
populations or are a consequence of the variability within the samples, because not all
relevant variables have been identified. Many field studies, including Shipton and
Cowie (2001) have shown that inherent variability of the shear zone exists along the
fault trace. Child et al. (1996) and Shafer (2002) have shown that this variability is
associated with fault segmentation. This fault architecture could contribute to the
limited linear correlation established for displacement, mean grain size and sorting to the
dependent gouge thickness. Such an effect has not been incorporated into the current
study.
4.2d Mean Displacement Analysis
In order to validate the results from ACE, probabilities of mean displacements
were calculated. Data were sorted into the four grain size categories and the
distributions of displacement at 1 mm gouge thickness were computed. The 1 mm (0.04
in) gouge thickness was chosen because the number (power) of displacement values for
all four grain sizes (Table 4) were sufficient to discriminate between differences in the
mean displacement of each sample, thusly eliminating the potentially of a type II error
(rejection of the null hypothesis when false) at the 95 % confidence level.
Gouge thickness and displacement were transformed logarithmically to
approximate a normal distribution in order to use parametric analysis techniques. In
order to formally test for a difference between the mean displacement of each grain size,
independent t-tests were used. Even thought most samples have similar variance, the
sample sizes are unequal. Consequently, the pooled variance method was not used.
Instead, the more robust Welch-Satterthwaite (Tamhane and Dunlop, 2000) method of
separate variance was used. A significance level of 0.05 was used for a cut-off point for









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































displacement associated with all four grain sizes was statistically significant which
allows one to conclude that the samples come from different populations (Table 5). The
test was repeated using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test (Tamhane and Dunlop,
2000) in order to insure that the probabilities generated via the independent t-test are not
underestimated due to departures from normality, especially at the tails. A significance
level of 0.05 was used and all tests were determined also to be statistically significant
(Table 6).
4.3 Estimating Fault Displacement Using Gouge Thickness and Protolith Textural Data
Only approximately half of the small faults observed in the core cut passive
markers that allowed direct measurement of fault displacement. In subsequent analysis
of fault in core, it was desired to weight faults by their displacement. Faults without a
direct measure of displacement were assigned an estimate of displacement based on the
observed relationship between gouge thickness, displacement, mean grain size and
sorting as explored in the prior section. The assigned estimate also contained statistical
variability approximately similar to that of faults with known displacement.
The first step was to find the best correlation between fault displacement, now
treated as a dependent variable and the independent variables of gouge thickness, mean
grain size and sorting using the ACE algorithm. The multivariante regression using
ACE resulted in a correlation R2 = 0.536 (Fig. 24).
Since significant unaccounted variability is inherent within the data set, a random
number generator was used to simulate this variability when calculating the estimated
displacement. The difference between the data values and the corresponding fitted
values from the best-fit regression line, referred to as residuals, was calculated to check
the model assumption of constant variance. Examination of the optimal transformed
displacement residuals versus sum of optimal transformed independent variables (Fig.
25) shows that constant variance does not exist for the entire range of independent
variables. Instead, it appears that the variance is proportional to the mean. The
distribution for a given sum of optimally transformed independent variables is skewed,








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































y = 1.038x + 2E-07
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Fig. 24. Scatterplot of optimally transformed displacement versus sum of optimally 
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Fig. 25. Scatterplot of residuals (difference between best fit value and data value) versus 
sum of optimally transformed independent variables (gouge thickness, grain size and 
sorting) in which variance is proportional to mean. 
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faults that have up to 1 mm (0.04 in) of gouge thickness, whereas a Gaussian random
number generator was used for faults that have gouge thickness greater than 1mm.
Figure 26 and Table 7 provide a comparison of measured fault displacement and
estimated displacement as a function of gouge thickness. The estimated displacement
values at large gouge thickness values tend to be underestimated and the variance of the
estimated population is less than that of the known population. Though the two data sets
are not truly identical, they are similar enough that the procedure used to produce an
estimated displacement using measured gouge thickness produced an acceptable
estimated population that is similar in most respects to that of measured displacement
population.
58
y = 0.0499x + 0.7329
R2 = 0.431



























Fig. 26. Combined scatterplot of faults with known gouge thickness versus known 

























































































































































































































































































































































































The data recorded from core are presented in strip maps with complementary
measurements (Appendix A) and the spreadsheet data table (Appendix B). A total of
1873 fault elements with subsidiary information and measurements as well as 569
bedding features were recorded from the boreholes GKR-5, NNR-3, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
The data are presented in several graphical formats that facilitate their visualization.
Displacement amounts are reported in metric units, whereas the depths within the
boreholes are reported in English units. The use of English units for length and depth
are for pragmatic purposes. Coring was done with a 10 ft (3.05 m) core barrel and core
was initially marked in 1 ft (0.3 m) increments.
5.1 Spatial Distribution of Small Faults
Each borehole is a vertical transect that provides a random sample of the fault
population intersected. Three quantitative measures are used to capture the spatial
attributes of small faults: 1) frequency of small faults per 1 ft, 2) cumulative
displacement of small faults per 1 ft, and 3) average displacement of small faults per 1 ft.
Figures 27 - 33 show the spatial distribution of these measures in all boreholes used in
this study. Faults with intermediate and large displacement also are shown and
highlighted in order to facilitate preliminary assessment of spatial associations with
small faults.
Three measures of fault occurrence are used and represent 1-D “density”
measures. A frequency measure (fault number density) is defined as number of faults
per foot of core. For this measure, all faults, irrespective of their displacement are
weighted equal. This is a common measure used in prior studies. In the case of Mode I
cracks, it seems to be the logical measure that most closely reflects the local intensity of
deformation. In the case of faults, however it is not necessarily an obvious measure of
the inelastic deformation associated with the faults since no accounting of shear
displacement is directly incorporated in the measure. In fact, solely using a frequency


















































































Cumulative Displacement (mm)/1(ft) Average Displacement (mm)/1(ft)
Large Faults Large Faults
GKR-5
Fig. 27. Borehole GKR-5: vertical distribution of small faults shown using three 1-D “density” measures.  
(a) Cumulative displacement (mm) of all faults per foot; (b) number of small faults per foot; (c) average 
displacement (mm) of all faults per foot.  Small fault measures (black) have a linear scale (top), whereas 






































































Fig. 28. Borehole NNR-3: vertical distribution of small faults shown using three 1-D “density” measures.  
(a) Cumulative displacement (mm) of all faults per foot; (b) number of small faults per foot; (c) average 
displacement (mm) of all faults per foot.  Small fault measures (black) have a linear scale (top), whereas 












































































Fig. 29. Borehole NNR-7: vertical distribution of small faults shown using three 1-D “density” measures.  
(a) Cumulative displacement (mm) of all faults per foot; (b) number of small faults per foot; (c) average 
displacement (mm) of all faults per foot.  Small fault measures (black) have a linear scale (top), whereas 












































































Fig. 30. Borehole NNR-8: vertical distribution of small faults shown using three 1-D “density” measures.  
(a) Cumulative displacement (mm) of all faults per foot; (b) number of small faults per foot; (c) average 
displacement (mm) of all faults per foot.  Small fault measures (black) have a linear scale (top), whereas 












































































Fig. 31. Borehole NNR-9: vertical distribution of small faults shown using three 1-D “density” measures.  
(a) Cumulative displacement (mm) of all faults per foot; (b) number of small faults per foot; (c) average 
displacement (mm) of all faults per foot.  Small fault measures (black) have a linear scale (top), whereas 












































































Fig. 32. Borehole NNR-10: vertical distribution of small faults shown using three 1-D “density” measures.  
(a) Cumulative displacement (mm) of all faults per foot; (b) number of small faults per foot; (c) average 
displacement (mm) of all faults per foot.  Small fault measures (black) have a linear scale (top), whereas 














































































Fig. 33. Borehole NNR-4: vertical distribution of small faults shown using three 1-D “density” measures.  
(a) Cumulative displacement (mm) of all faults per foot; (b) number of small faults per foot; (c) average 
displacement (mm) of all faults per foot.  Small fault measures (black) have a linear scale (top), whereas 
large faults (red) have a log scale (bottom).  
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faults (Fig. 34). Since inelastic strain and shear displacement on faults are related (e.g.
Jamison, 1979), alternative measures incorporating fault displacement are anticipated to
provide a more direct measure of local inelastic strain. This requires all faults to have a
measured or estimated displacement if a measure is to be defined and useful. This was
one of the primary reasons for exploring the relationship of gouge thickness to fault
displacement and protolith textural parameters as presented in the prior section (4). Two
measures incorporating fault displacement are used. Cumulative displacement of all
faults per foot and average displacement of faults in a foot of core; the later represents a
combination of number density and cumulative displacement density.
The spatial patterns of the small fault “density” measures clearly show the
tendency of faults to occur in clusters. Using the 1 ft (0.3 m) threshold distance for
discrimination of separate cluster, approximately 220 clusters were identified in the core
from NNR-3, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10. Cluster width (vertical dimension in core) is quite
variable (Fig. 35), but 60 % of the clusters have a width less than 2 ft (0.61 m). There
are some (~ 10 %) large clusters with a width greater or equal to 7 ft (2.13 m); however,
nearly 80 % of the clusters are within 2 ft (0.61 m) of a neighboring cluster.
Spatial patterns of the frequency and displacement attributes of the small faults
look similar on average in all boreholes. Faults are nearly ubiquitous throughout the
core. There are, however, localized intervals where both the abundance of faults and
associated cumulative displacement appear to be either anomalously high or low.
Some anomalous intervals appear to be associated with large displacement faults.
There are examples where enhanced numbers of faults and cumulative displacement
occur adjacent to or in close proximity to a large displacement fault. There also are
examples of zones adjacent to a large fault with few faults and only small cumulative
displacement. Consider for example, the large fault at 252 ft in NNR-8 (Fig. 30).
Intensification of faults appears to exist in the zone above the large faults (hanging wall).
But one also can see that the zone immediately below the large fault (footwall) has few
faults and only small cumulative displacement. A quantitative assessment of the spatial
correlation of small faults to large faults is explored in the following section (6.4 - 5).
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Fig. 34. Scatterplot of cumulative displacement versus frequency for small faults in a  
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Fig. 35. Frequency histograms of distance between adjacent clusters and length (vertical 
width) of clusters based on a 1 ft interval in core. 
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Intervals with small, relatively widely spaced, fault clusters with small
cumulative displacement are observed to be common in the upper portion of the
boreholes within the more mudstone-rich Middle Hickory. In NNR-8 (Fig. 30) very
little cumulative displacement is associated with the upper portions of the borehole (i.e.
170 - 220 ft), and the clusters in this portion of the borehole are separated by substantial
distances. This same association is also observed in NNR-9 (Fig. 31), from 170 - 240 ft,
and in NNR-10 (Fig. 32) from 170 - 270 ft. The role of mechanical stratigraphy is
explored quantitatively in the following section (6.2).
5.2 Orientation of Small Faults
A global stereonet plot of attitudes of small faults shows that the dominant set of
faults strike northeasterly with a SE dip (Fig. 36a). The attitudes of most large and
intermediate displacement faults (Wilson 2001) are similar to this dominant set of small
faults, although the larger faults tend to have a more easterly strike. A second prominent
but less numerous set of small faults strike northeasterly, but dips to the NW. In
addition to these prominent sets, there are a smaller number of small faults that strike
northerly and northwesterly with easterly and northeasterly dips.
Slip vectors recorded from slip surfaces of large displacement faults reveal that
overall, the larger faults are normal, dip-slip dominant with a small left-lateral
component (Fig. 36b). The subgroup of small faults with known normal dip-slip
displacements exhibits the same general fabric as the global distribution (Fig. 36c). Of
the 776 faults with known sense of slip, 134 (17 %) have a reverse sense of dip-slip.
The orientations of reverse-slip faults differ somewhat from that of the normal-slip faults
(Fig. 36d). The most numerous reverse-slip faults strike northeasterly but dip to the
NW. Some reverse-slip faults strike northerly and northwesterly, and like the normal-
slip faults they dip to the E and NE. Although there are a few low angle, NE-striking
reverse faults, most reverse faults are high angle (Fig. 37). Exposure of a normal fault in
a near by quarry near Voca, Tx reveals that reverse-slip faults are the consequence of an














Fig. 36. Global stereonet of fault and bedding attitudes from boreholes NNR-3, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10.  (a) 
Kamb contour is for small displacement faults, while poles are for large displacement faults; (b) faults 
with fault striae, red symbols represents fault striae orientation; (c) Kamb contour of faults with normal 
displacement; (d) Kamb contour with poles of faults with reverse displacement; and (e) poles of bedding 
within core.  Equal area, lower hemisphere projections, stereonet plots with best fit poles for Kamb 







































































Fig. 37. Histograms of fault dips for small faults with known sense of displacement.   
(a) Frequency histogram for normal-slip faults, (b) corrected frequency of normal-slip 
faults, (b) frequency histogram for reverse-slip faults, (c) corrected frequency of reverse-
slip faults.  Corrected histogram used Terzaghi (1965) method for sample bias. 
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angle, reverse faults are also consistent with experimental work of an upper propagating
normal fault (Patton, 1984).
In order to visualize spatial patterns of small faults, “smoothed” small fault
orientations are used (see sections 3.6 and 3.7) to assign faults to one of four strike sets.
Figures 38 - 49 show the spatial distribution of the faults separated into the four strike
bins for all boreholes, while Figures 50 - 55 show only the locations of faults with
reverse-slip. Within a given strike bin, different spatial pattern associated to dip polarity
occur. In some intervals, faults of opposite polarity are of nearly equal occurrence; for
example NNR-3 from 290 - 320 ft (Figs. 38 and 44). In other intervals, faults of one
sense of polarity dominate; for example NNR-7 from 200 - 220 ft (Figs. 39 and 45).
Faults striking NE are most common, but there are core intervals in which no NE-
striking faults. In these intervals, faults of other orientations often occur; for example
NNR-8 from 200 - 220 ft (Figs. 40 and 46). In some intervals, multiple fault sets occur
together; for example NNR-10 from 260 - 280 ft (Figs. 42 and 48).
Cross-cutting relationships show no simple systematic differences in relative age
between sets. If the age relationship data are separated based upon footwall and hanging
wall domain of the Nobles Fault, some general patterns are evident. Within the hanging
wall portion of the Nobles Fault, SE-dipping faults tend to be younger in age (Fig. 56b);
while within the footwall, the NW-dipping faults dominantly are younger in age (Fig.
56d).
5.3 Bedding Attitudes
Bedding attitudes from BHTV logs and oriented core are restricted to depths
greater than 170 ft in the saturated intervals. Bedding as determined in oriented core,
strikes approximately NS with a shallow dip to the West (Fig. 36e). Strikes determined
from BHTV logs are on average equivalent to strikes determined from oriented core,
which gives confidence in the quality of the core orientation process (Figs. 57 – 62).
These figures also show locations of faults and joints used to orient core in order to



























































Fig. 38. Borehole NNR-3: Distribution of small faults showing associated strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot.  Ranges in strike attitudes for bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, 
(NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small fault that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are green; while antithetic dipping small faults are red.  Small faults that are 
in the NW strike bin that dip to the SW are colored pink; while NE dipping faults are dark blue.  Large 
fault locations (black arrow) are placed in strike bin of similar orientation, along with stratigraphic throw 



















































Fig. 39. Borehole NNR-7: Distribution of small faults showing associated strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot.  Ranges in strike attitudes for bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, 
(NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small fault that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are green; while antithetic dipping small faults are red.  Small faults that are 
in the NW strike bin that dip to the SW are colored pink; while NE dipping faults are dark blue.  Large 
fault locations (black arrow) are placed in strike bin of similar orientation, along with stratigraphic throw 


































































Fig. 40. Borehole NNR-8: Distribution of small faults showing associated strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot.  Ranges in strike attitudes for bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, 
(NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small fault that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are green; while antithetic dipping small faults are red.  Small faults that are 
in the NW strike bin that dip to the SW are colored pink; while NE dipping faults are dark blue.  Large 
fault locations (black arrow) are placed in strike bin of similar orientation, along with stratigraphic throw 






































































Fig. 41. Borehole NNR-9: Distribution of small faults showing associated strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot.  Ranges in strike attitudes for bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, 
(NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small fault that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are green; while antithetic dipping small faults are red.  Small faults that are 
in the NW strike bin that dip to the SW are colored pink; while NE dipping faults are dark blue.  Large 
fault locations (black arrow) are placed in strike bin of similar orientation, along with stratigraphic throw 





































































Fig. 42. Borehole NNR-10: Distribution of small faults showing associated strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot.  Ranges in strike attitudes for bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, 
(NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small fault that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are green; while antithetic dipping small faults are red.  Small faults that are 
in the NW strike bin that dip to the SW are colored pink; while NE dipping faults are dark blue.  Large 
fault locations (black arrow) are placed in strike bin of similar orientation, along with stratigraphic throw 































































Fig. 43. Borehole NNR-4: Distribution of small faults showing associated strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot.  Ranges in strike attitudes for bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, 
(NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small fault that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are green; while antithetic dipping small faults are red.  Small faults that are 
in the NW strike range and dip to the SW are colored pink, while NE dipping faults are dark blue.  Large 
faults locations (black arrow) are placed in strike bin of similar orientation, along with stratigraphic throw 
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Fig. 44. Borehole NNR-3: Distribution of small faults showing associated fault strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot along with dip amount of bedding.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE 
strike) N30-70E, (NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  
Small faults that dip synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping 
small faults are the histogram on the left.  Bedding dip is located on right (green) with associated scale 
below.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by Wilson (2001) 
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Fig. 45. Borehole NNR-7: Distribution of small faults showing associated fault strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot along with dip amount of bedding.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE 
strike) N30-70E, (NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  
Small faults that dip synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping 
small faults are the histogram on the left.  Bedding dip is located on right (green) with associated scale 
below.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by Wilson (2001) 
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Fig. 46. Borehole NNR-8: Distribution of small faults showing associated fault strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot along with dip amount of bedding.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE 
strike) N30-70E, (NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  
Small faults that dip synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping 
small faults are the histogram on the left.  Bedding dip is located on right (green) with associated scale 
below.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by Wilson (2001) 
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Fig. 47. Borehole NNR-9: Distribution of small faults showing associated fault strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot along with dip amount of bedding.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE 
strike) N30-70E, (NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  
Small faults that dip synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping 
small faults are the histogram on the left.  Bedding dip is located on right (green) with associated scale 
below.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by Wilson (2001) 
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Fig. 48. Borehole NNR-10: Distribution of small faults showing associated fault strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot along with dip amount of bedding.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE 
strike) N30-70E, (NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  
Small faults that dip synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping 
small faults are the histogram on the left.  Bedding dip is located on right (green) with associated scale 
below.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by Wilson (2001) 
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Fig. 49. Borehole NNR-4: Distribution of small faults showing associated fault strike, dip polarity and 
cumulative displacement per foot along with dip amount of bedding.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE 
strike) N30-70E, (NS strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  
Small faults that dip synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping 
small faults are the histogram on the left.  Bedding dip is located on right (green) with associated scale 
below.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by Wilson (2001) 
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Fig. 50. Borehole NNR-3: Distribution of small faults with reverse-slip, showing associated fault strike, 
dip polarity and cumulative displacement per foot.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, (NS 
strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small faults that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping small faults are the 
histogram on the left.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by 
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Fig. 51. Borehole NNR-7: Distribution of small faults with reverse-slip, showing associated fault strike, 
dip polarity and cumulative displacement per foot.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, (NS 
strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small faults that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping small faults are the 
histogram on the left.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by 
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Fig. 52. Borehole NNR-8: Distribution of small faults with reverse-slip, showing associated fault strike, 
dip polarity and cumulative displacement per foot.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, (NS 
strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small faults that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping small faults are the 
histogram on the left.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by 
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Fig. 53. Borehole NNR-9: Distribution of small faults with reverse-slip, showing associated fault strike, 
dip polarity and cumulative displacement per foot.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, (NS 
strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small faults that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping small faults are the 
histogram on the left.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by 
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Fig. 54. Borehole NNR-10: Distribution of small faults with reverse-slip, showing associated fault strike, 
dip polarity and cumulative displacement per foot.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, (NS 
strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small faults that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping small faults are the 
histogram on the left.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by 
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Fig. 55. Borehole NNR-4: Distribution of small faults with reverse-slip, showing associated fault strike, 
dip polarity and cumulative displacement per foot.  Strike bins are as follows: (NE strike) N30-70E, (NS 
strike) N29W to N29E, (EW strike) N71E to S71E and (NW strike) N30-70W.  Small faults that dip 
synthetic to the Nobles fault are the histograms on the right; while antithetic dipping small faults are the 
histogram on the left.  Location of large faults (black arrows) and stratigraphic throw (m) determined by 

















Fig. 56. Stereonet plots of faults with known cross-cutting relative ages.  (a) Small faults 
within the hanging wall portion of the Nobles Fault that are older in age, (b) hanging 
wall younger faults, (c) footwall older faults, and (d) footwall younger faults. All plots 
are equal area, lower hemisphere projection, stereonet plots with best fit poles using 


















































Fig. 57. Borehole NNR-3 bedding attitudes and BHTV-log correlations.  (a) Bedding dip amount and dip 
direction East or West.  Locations of large faults are marked with blacks arrows along with associated 
stratigraphic throw (m).  (b) Bedding strike azimuth from core and BHTV.  Right column show location 
where core and BHTV logs were correlated (red) as well as missing core intervals (blue).  Lithofacies 



















































Fig. 58. Borehole NNR-7 bedding attitudes and BHTV-log correlations.  (a) Bedding dip amount and dip 
direction East or West.  Locations of large faults are marked with blacks arrows along with associated 
stratigraphic throw (m).  (b) Bedding strike azimuth from core and BHTV.  Right column show location 
where core and BHTV logs were correlated (red) as well as missing core intervals (blue).  Lithofacies 

































































Fig. 59. Borehole NNR-8 bedding attitudes and BHTV-log correlations.  (a) Bedding dip amount and dip 
direction East or West.  Locations of large faults are marked with blacks arrows along with associated 
stratigraphic throw (m).  (b) Bedding strike azimuth from core and BHTV.  Right column show location 
where core and BHTV logs were correlated (red) as well as missing core intervals (blue).  Lithofacies 






























































Fig. 60. Borehole NNR-9 bedding attitudes and BHTV-log correlations.  (a) Bedding dip amount and dip 
direction East or West.  Locations of large faults are marked with blacks arrows along with associated 
stratigraphic throw (m).  (b) Bedding strike azimuth from core and BHTV.  Right column show location 
where core and BHTV logs were correlated (red) as well as missing core intervals (blue).  Lithofacies 





















































Fig. 61. Borehole NNR-10 bedding attitudes and BHTV-log correlations.  (a) Bedding dip amount and dip 
direction East or West.  Locations of large faults are marked with blacks arrows along with associated 
stratigraphic throw (m).  (b) Bedding strike azimuth from core and BHTV.  Right column show location 
where core and BHTV logs were correlated (red) as well as missing core intervals (blue).  Lithofacies 



























































Fig. 62. Borehole NNR-4 bedding attitudes and BHTV-log correlations.  (a) Bedding dip amount and dip 
direction East or West.  Locations of large faults are marked with blacks arrows along with associated 
stratigraphic throw (m).  (b) Bedding strike azimuth from core and BHTV.  Right column show location 
where core and BHTV logs were correlated (red) as well as missing core intervals (blue).  Lithofacies 











Bedding strike measurements exhibit significant variability. The approximate
average strike is N to N15E, except for beds in the Lower Hickory XB1 subfacies. The
variability probably is a result of bedding surfaces being non horizontal depositional
surfaces. Dip amounts of bedding determined in oriented core, average 15° but range
from a maximum of 40° to a minimum of 3°. All but two of the dips recorded are
westerly. Dip angle reflects a combination of structural rotation of bedding and an
initial, inclined depositional surface. The average dip of 15° to the west is interpreted to
be a consequence of structural dip.
No systematic overall change in bedding dip angle occurs with depth, but local
zones of steeper than average dip occur. For example, a zone of consistently large dip
occurs within NNR-3 from 230 - 250 ft (Fig. 57). Within NNR-8 from 240 - 280 ft this
same pattern of dip change also occurs (Fig. 59). The upper portion of NNR-7 has an
average dip of 15°, then abruptly increases near a depth of 208 ft (Fig. 58), after which
the dip amount generally decreases with depth.
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6. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
This research examines small faults in detail and characterizes their spatial,
geometric and kinematic attributes. Variability in observed spatial locations and
magnitude of small faults can be accounted for by different cause and effect
relationships. Cause and effect relationships for small faults are found to be either due
to lithologic controls or structural position. Variability of structural elements within the
core due to structural position is found to be a consequence of: 1) bedding rotation, 2)
lithologic control, 3) reactivation of basement fractures, 4) lateral proximity to large
faults and 5) fault-fault interaction. The following discussion seeks to explain the
observed variability of structural elements found within core.
6.1 Bedding Rotation
Wilson (2001) noted a significant change of bedding strike and dip across the
Nobles Fault, which implies that rotation of bedding occurred during deformation. To
evaluate the possibility that bedding rotation occurred; bedding attitudes were
determined in the oriented core with respect to depth and proximity to the Nobles Fault.
Structural rotation of bedding during formation of the large fault system could have
generated associated shear strain which might be manifested in small fault development.
Wilson (2001) reports bedding attitudes from surface exposures in the hanging
wall and from three-point calculations for laterally continuous beds in the subsurface.
At the surface, a single bedding attitude of N9W 13SW is measured. Three-point
calculations for beds located 10 - 50 ft (3.05 - 15.24 m) below the surface, have an
average attitude of N19W 5SW. Laterally continuous beds in the Lower Middle
Hickory (MS1 and MS2 subfacies) are located in the hanging wall and in close
proximity to the Nobles Faults have an average attitude of N5E 14NW. I independently
determined bedding attitudes using BHTV and oriented core in the same region and
observed that within MS1 and MS2 subfacies that bedding on average is oriented N10E
15NW, which agrees with the previous work of Wilson (2001) (Figs. 59 - 62). The
observation that bedding attitudes change from a NW trend in the hanging wall near the
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surface to a NNE strike in the hanging wall near the Nobles Fault suggests that during
large fault development bedding rotated.
Assessing the structural influence of bedding attitudes in the footwall region of
the Nobles Fault was difficult and open to debate because of a significant influence of
primary depositional control on bedding attitudes. The dominant stratigraphic units in
the footwall are the XB1 and XB2 facies of the Lower Hickory. As seen in Figures 58 -
60 bedding strike in XB2 is highly variable and differs significantly from that of XB1,
which also exhibits significant variability. The strike of beds in the XB2 subfacies
obtained from core dominantly strike to the NE, but alternates erratically between NW
and NE directions. The strike then becomes dominantly NW within and near the XB1
subfacies. Three-point calculations of inferred laterally continuous beds in the lower
portion of the XB2 subfacies near the transition to XB1 average N38W 12SW (Wilson
2001). Structural contours for the top of the Precambrian granite also have a NW strike
with an average attitude of N56W 10SW (Wilson 2001). There is a readily discernable
localized change in strike near the Nobles fault (e.g. NNR-3 at 200 ft; NNR-7 at 210 ft;
NNR-8 at 250 ft; NNR-9 at 330 ft; and NNR-4 at 390 ft), but systematic change is
unclear. The observation that bedding attitudes in the XB1 and XB2 subfacies change
from NNE to NW near the XB1 depositional contact suggests that average bedding
strike measured within core reflect primary depositional features that mask any
systematic structural control, should it exist.
Although strike data provides little support for bedding rotation in the footwall,
bedding dip does show spatial variation supportive of some enhanced rotation near the
large faults. Bedding dips in excess of 30° are located within close proximity to larger
faults (e.g. NNR-3 from 230 – 235 ft; NNR-4 at 255 ft, 395 ft; NNR-7 at 210 ft; and
NNR-8 at 245 ft). The increase in dip amount on both sides of Nobles Fault suggests
that bedding has undergone some rotation. There are several locations away from large
faults with anomalously steep dips (e.g. NNR-3 from 215 – 220 ft, 245 – 260 ft; and
NNR-4 at 315 ft). Whether these reflect local structural control or effects of primary
depositional features can be argued. There are places where anomalously steep dips
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correlate with significant small fault clusters (e.g. NNR-3 at 245 ft; and NNR-4 at 290
ft). It is fairly clear that bedding as a whole has been rotated 15° to the west and
southwest. Dips that are greater than about 10° - 15° appear difficult to solely attribute
to primary depositional features. Clay drapes on large bar surfaces within the XB2
subfacies seen in a quarry near Voca, Tx rarely dip more than 10° (personal
communication Brann Johnson).
6.2 Lithologic Controls
Different lithologies exhibit different mechanical properties. Hence, they may
exhibit different faulting characteristics under similar deformation conditions. In order
to determine the effect of lithology on small fault occurrence, a comparison between
small faults in the Lower Hickory (sandstone-dominant) and small faults in the Lower
Middle Hickory (mudstone-rich) was investigated. This analysis utilized data in core
from boreholes located most laterally distant from the Nobles Fault, in an effort to
minimize possible effects associated directly with the larger fault system.
For sandstone-dominant lithologies, data on faults in core from the Lower
Hickory in GKR-5, NNR-3 and NNR-7 were used. Small faults within these intervals
have an average cumulative displacement of 24.0 mm/ft and an average occurrence
frequency of 1.4 faults per foot (Table 8).
The Lower Middle Hickory consists of sandstone interbedded with mudstone and
is discernibly different from the Lower Hickory. Boreholes GKR-5 and NNR-4 were
used to assess small fault attributes in this lithology. The upper portion of the Lower
Middle Hickory is primarily mudstone-dominant and the small faults within this interval
have an average cumulative displacement of 9.8 mm/ft (Table 8). The lower portion of
the Lower Middle Hickory contains interbedded sandstone intervals. The average
cumulative displacement of small faults within this interval is 8.4 mm/ft (Table 8).
Small faults in both the mudstone-dominant and interbedded sandstone intervals have an
average frequency of occurrence of 0.8 faults per foot. The similarity of the average

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Since differences and similarities in lithology between the mudstone-dominant
and interbedded sandstone intervals of Lower Middle Hickory and sandstone-dominant
Lower Hickory was observed in core, a quantifiable variable was desirable to distinguish
between these lithologies. Gamma ray logs values are susceptible to clay content and
are used routinely within the petroleum industry to distinguish between clean sand
intervals and clay-rich intervals. The fraction of mudstone calculated from Gamma Ray
logs within any interval in core was used to objectively quantify differences in lithology.
The procedure used to determine mudstone fraction was outlined in Section (3.2).
The average cumulative displacement and average frequency of faults within the
mudstone-dominant, interbedded sandstone and sandstone-dominant intervals were
plotted against the calculated mudstone ratio for these intervals (Fig. 63). In
comparison to sandstone-rich intervals, small faults occur less frequently in mudstone-
rich intervals and the average amount of displacement that they accrue also is less as
compared to the sandstone-rich intervals. It appears that the fraction of mudstone within
an interval, irrespective of interbedding aspects, controls the average amount of
deformation manifested by faults within that interval.
6.3 Reactivation of Basement Weaknesses
Becker (1985) and Hegdcoxe (1987) concluded from outcrop studies that
deformation within the Hickory Sandstone is strongly controlled by re-activation of pre-
existing weaknesses within the Precambrian basement. They observed an increase in
fault density and a greater variety of fault attitudes near the basement as compared to
higher stratigraphic positions. Low angle, reverse faults also have been observed to be
more common in exposures of Hickory Sandstone only a small distance above the
crystalline basement (personal communication Brann Johnson). Small faults within the
core near the basement exhibit a significant range of attitudes; in addition to differences
between adjacent boreholes.
Direct determination of fault attitudes in the Precambrian granite at the study site
was not possible, except for one fault in NNR-7. This fault is oriented N10W 32SW.





































































Fig. 63. Comparison of small fault “densities” for far-field test of small faults within 
mudstone-dominant, interbedded sandstone and sandstone-dominant intervals.  (a) 
Frequency of small faults and (b) cumulative displacement of small faults.    
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basement) is N and NW (Figs. 39 and 45), which closely matches the orientation of the
fault contained within the granite basement. Small faults in NNR-8, near the basement
(i.e. 360 ft – basement) exhibit substantial variability in strike (NE and NW), as
compared to NNR-7 (Figs. 40 and 46). This difference might be related to the influence
of an intermediate fault in the interval, but it could also reflect a basement influence.
Orientations of small faults within NNR-9 near the basement (i.e. 370 ft – basement)
encompass both of the dominant characteristic of small faults in NNR-7 and 8 (N and
NE trend in strike) (Figs. 41 and 47).
6.3a Fault Occurrence and Displacement Attributes
Variability in small faults attitudes near the basement strongly suggests that small
faults in these locations are associated with some external influence. In order to address
if this influence not only controls orientation, but also magnitude of small faults, average
cumulative displacement and average frequency counts were generated for a 6 ft (1.83
m) interval immediately above the basement and was compared to similar lithologies
stratigraphically higher in core (Table 8). The ability to objectively quantify mudstone
fraction using Gamma Ray logs near the basement is hampered due to the presence of
potassium feldspar minerals in the subarkosic basal Hickory. Visual inspection of core
near the basement reveals that the lithology is essentially composed of 100 % mudstone-
free sandstones. Thus, a value of zero was chosen to represent the fraction of mudstone
within the interval above the basement. If the average frequency of small fault in the 6 ft
(1.83 m) interval above the basement are compared to sandstone-dominate interval
higher in the core, it is observed that small faults occur in higher concentrations near the
basement (Fig. 64a). This observation is in agreement with the qualitative inferences of
Becker (1985) and Hedgcoxe (1987). In addition to the increased fault density, the
average cumulative displacement of small faults within the 6 ft (1.83 m) interval above
the basement is greater than the average cumulative displacement for small faults in



































































Fig. 64. Comparison of small fault “densities” immediately above the basement and data 
points of established lithologic control from far-field test.  (a) Frequency of small faults 
and (b) cumulative displacement of small faults.    
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6.4 Lateral Proximity
A number of prior studies have noted that a higher density of small displacement
faults occur with increasing proximity to larger faults (Jamison, 1979; Young, 1982;
Hedgcoxe, 1987; Knott et al., 1996; Bernard and Labaume, 2002). In context to these
observations, this study investigates whether higher frequencies of small faults are
observed to occur in proximity to the large faults of the Nobles Fault system. As noted
earlier (section 5.1), a qualitative examination of the spatial distribution of small faults
shows that no simple systematic variability is universally observed with an increase in
proximity to large faults for this data set. In fact, there are situations where small faults
are only sparsely developed adjacent a large fault. The following text seeks to quantify
and explain the variability of small faults in close proximity to large faults.
Since lithologic differences, especially mudstone content, affect the frequency
and cumulative displacement of small faults in a given interval, any attempt to compare
distributions of small faults as a function of lateral distance to larger faults must take
lithologic controls into account. Consequently, average cumulative displacement and
average frequency of small faults were determined for the same stratigraphic intervals
but with different lateral positions relative to the Noble Fault. Some of the stratigraphic
intervals are the same that were used to assess lithologic effects. To these have been
added samples of the same stratigraphic interval but explicitly selected to be at different
lateral distances relative to the Nobles Fault (Table 8). Note that these data come from
samples intervals that are no closer than 3 m (9.84 ft) from the Noble Fault. Figure 65
clearly demonstrates that lateral proximity to the Noble Fault has no discernable effect
on the development of small faults. The additional data points for stratigraphic intervals
closer to the Nobles Fault only serve to re-enforce the importance of lithologic control.
On might postulate it is necessary to sample closer than 3 m (9.84 ft) to a large
fault in order to discern an effect. Therefore, the distribution of small faults within a 10
ft (3.05 m) vertical window on both sides of all large faults (i.e. thus the window is 20 ft
in length) was calculated and compared to measures farther away from the faults. A


















































































































Fig. 65. Assessing the role of lateral proximity on small fault “density characteristics.  
(a) Frequency of small faults and (b) cumulative displacement of small faults.  Lateral 
distance (m) to Nobles Fault is shown adjacent to data point. 
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windows adjacent to large faults and that of small fault density outside the 20 ft (7.01 m)
windows, appear too have similar distributions (Fig. 66a and b). Although, the
histogram for small faults within the 20 ft (7.01 m) windows has fewer intervals with no
small fault occurrence. This is suggestive that, on average, there is a slight overall
enhancement of small faults in the 20 ft (7.01 m) window.
One might expect that if small faults have a higher density near large faults, then
cumulative displacement for these faults might be larger. Frequency distributions of
cumulative displacement per foot for intervals within the 20 ft (7.01 m) window were
compared with distributions outside the 20 ft (7.01 m) window (Fig 66c and d). Footage
in which no cumulative displacement occurs was omitted and the data were
logarithmically transformed in order to perform parametric tests. Histograms of log
cumulative displacement for small faults within and outside the 20 ft (7.01 m) window
appear bimodal with similar variances. An f-test with a 95% confidence interval
confirms (p = 0.8706) that the distributions have similar variance (Table 9). In fact, the
two sample distributions come from the same population (p = 0.6052), thusly an increase
in cumulative displacement is not observed within 10ft (3.05 m) of large faults.
Since some of the large faults have a displacement as small as 1 ft (0.30 m), an
increase in host rock damage might not be distinguishable within a sampling window as
large as 10 ft (3.05 m) away from a large fault. Consequently, large faults with
displacement greater than 1.5 m (4.92 ft) were separated from their smaller counter parts
and reanalyzed. Histograms for the cumulative displacement per foot of small faults
within the 20 ft (7.01 m) window and outside the window have similar variance (p =
0.9289), but the means appear to be substantially different (Fig. 66e). T-tests confirm
with a 95% confidence level that the two samples have different means (p = 0.0021).
This implies that the cumulative displacement for small faults is greater near large faults
with a displacement greater than 1.5 m (4.92 ft).
Although an increase in average cumulative displacement for small faults within
a vertical distance of 10 ft (3.05 m) from a large fault with a stratigraphic throw greater





















































































































































Fig. 66. Comparison of frequency characteristics of small fault measures inside and 
outside a 20 ft window adjacent large faults.  (a) Frequency of small faults per foot 
outside the 20 ft windows, (b) frequency of small faults per foot inside the 20 ft 
windows.   Logarithmically transformed cumulative displacement per foot of small 
faults (c) outside 20 ft windows, (d) inside 20 ft windows and (e) inside 20 ft windows 
only for larger faults with 1.5 m or greater displacement.  
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n Mean SD SE
Outside 20ft 333 1.268 0.501 0.0275
Within 20ft 346 1.287 0.497 0.0267
Within 20ft > 1.5m 185 1.409 0.498 0.0366
Outside 3ft 528 1.242 0.507 0.0221
Within 3ft 151 1.403 0.445 0.0362
Within 3ft > 1.5m 64 1.484 0.417 0.0521
Alternative hypothesis F statistic 95% CI 2-tailed p 
Within 20ft  ¹  Outside 20ft 0.98 0.79 to 1.22 0.8706
Within 20ft  > 1.5m  ¹  Outside 20ft 0.99 0.77 to 1.28 0.9289






























Outside 20ft  ¹  Within 20ft -0.020 -0.095 to 0.055 -0.52 0.6052
Outside 20ft  ¹  Within 10ft > 1.5m -0.141 -0.231 to -0.051 -3.09 0.0021




Table 9.  Statistical tests of enhanced occurrence of small faults in close proximity to 
large faults.  (a) Summary statistics (b) f-test and (c) t-test of small faults within 20 ft 
and 3 ft of large faults along with small faults outside the 20 ft and 3 ft window.  Small 
faults within 20 ft and 3 ft of large faults with greater than 1.5 m of stratigraphic throw 
also are included. 
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As shown earlier, mudstone content affects the average frequency and average
cumulative displacement of small faults in a given interval. In order to asses the effect
that lithology has on small faults within 10 ft (3.05 m) of all large faults, the average
frequency and average cumulative displacement of these intervals is plotted against the
mudstone fraction for these intervals (Fig. 67). Data from the basement and previous
lateral proximity test are included for reference. From the scatterplots it is apparent that
mudstone content still is a dominate control on small fault in close proximity to large
faults, regardless of the magnitude of the large fault. All the extreme outliers associated
with the “density” plots (Table 10) are found in borehole NNR-8 and are located
between the Upper Fault and the main segment of the Nobles Fault (Segment 1). The
extreme outliers associated with the cumulative displacement plot also come from the
same locations in NNR-8; in addition, one data point is associated with the main portion
of the Nobles Fault near the basement in NNR-4, approximately at a depth of 404 ft. All
the extreme outliers are associated with zones of potential fault-fault interaction, thus the
following section investigates this potential effect.
6.5 Fault-Fault Interaction
The Nobles Fault system is interpreted (Wilson 2001) to have evolved by
interaction and linkage of two large faults. Field studies by Hedgcoxe (1987) and
Schafer (2002) have observed that displacement transfer between interacting faults is
accommodated by a number of small faults. Using the premise that an increase in
cumulative displacement for small faults should reflect mechanical interactions of larger
faults, cumulative displacement for small faults within a 3 ft (0.91 m) window around
large faults was determined (Table 11). The sample window does not straddle large
faults but was separated into a hanging wall and a footwall window. Although the
sample windows are small, which will increase variability when comparing to large
intervals, this window size was chosen because this is the maximum length in which two
windows on adjacent large faults will not overlap one another. Thusly, a small fault will







































































Fig. 67. Comparison of small fault “densities” within 10 ft of large fault that have greater 
than or less than 1.5 m of stratigraphic throw along with basement and data points of 
established lithologic control from far-field test. (a) Frequency of small faults and (b) 







































Large Fault 232 NNR-10 222 242 20 0.90 10.19 0.70 0.6
Large Fault 255 NNR-10 245 265 20 0.68 12.19 1.00 0.6
Large Fault 280 NNR-10 270 290 20 0.07 16.05 1.05 0.6
Large Fault 283 NNR-10 273 293 20 0.02 20.95 0.95 0.9
Large Fault 287 NNR-10 277 297 20 0.00 21.96 0.95 0.9
Large Fault 339 NNR-10 329 349 20 0.36 9.35 0.75 5.8
Large Fault 358, 360, 363 NNR-10 350 370 20 0.10 38.91 1.85 9.8
Large Fault 368 NNR-10 358 378 20 0.30 35.61 1.25 0.9
Large Fault 192 NNR-3 182 202 20 0.52 17.46 1.10 0.75
Large Fault 202 NNR-3 192 212 20 0.56 22.11 1.55 14
Large Fault 231 NNR-3 221 241 20 0.21 14.34 0.75 2.4
Large Fault 269 NNR-3 259 279 20 0.07 24.91 1.00 1.4
Large Fault 201 NNR-4 191 211 20 0.47 1.67 0.20 0.3
Large Fault 228 NNR-4 218 238 20 0.64 10.58 0.65 0.6
Large Fault 256 NNR-4 246 266 20 0.58 12.60 1.20 0.75
Large Fault 300 NNR-4 290 310 20 0.10 25.93 1.25 2
Large Fault 396, 404 NNR-4 390 405 15 0.19 72.74 1.93 18.29
Large Fault 196 NNR-7 186 206 20 0.55 10.18 0.95 0.5
Large Fault 199 NNR-7 189 209 20 0.65 16.98 1.15 0.6
Large Fault 202, 205 NNR-7 193 213 20 0.65 24.74 1.75 12
Large Fault 237 NNR-7 227 247 20 0.00 45.26 1.50 4.5
Large Fault 304 NNR-7 294 314 20 0.20 19.06 1.65 0.5
Large Fault 327 NNR-7 317 337 20 0.28 13.01 1.35 0.9
Large Fault 228 NNR-8 218 238 20 0.94 22.65 1.60 0.9
Large Fault 236 NNR-8 226 246 20 0.94 35.14 2.40 0.9
Large Fault 238 NNR-8 228 248 20 0.94 40.34 2.40 0.9
Large Fault 246 NNR-8 236 256 20 0.86 45.81 2.75 2.3
Large Fault 252 NNR-8 242 262 20 0.56 20.53 1.30 10.2
Large Fault 287 NNR-8 277 297 20 0.13 60.11 2.75 5
Large Fault 216 NNR-9 206 226 20 1.00 10.32 0.85 0.5
Large Fault 250 NNR-9 240 260 20 0.74 12.98 1.10 0.3
Large Fault 252 NNR-9 242 262 20 0.66 12.68 1.05 0.3
Large Fault 268 NNR-9 258 278 20 0.25 32.26 1.25 1.8
Large Fault 277 NNR-9 267 287 20 0.30 25.07 1.00 0.6
Large Fault 304 NNR-9 294 314 20 0.00 35.52 1.70 0.6
Large Fault 315 NNR-9 305 325 20 0.00 35.24 1.65 5
Large Fault 321 NNR-9 311 331 20 0.08 23.88 1.25 7.8
Large Fault 341 NNR-9 331 351 20 0.46 12.07 1.00 2.7







































Large Fault 232 NNR-10 229 232 3 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.6
Large Fault 232 NNR-10 232 235 3 1.00 10.00 1.00 0.6
Large Fault 255 NNR-10 252 255 3 1.00 5.67 1.00 0.6
Large Fault 255 NNR-10 255 258 3 0.43 41.33 2.00 0.6
Large Fault 280 NNR-10 277 280 3 0.00 2.00 0.33 0.6
Large Fault 280 NNR-10 280 283 3 0.00 7.39 0.67 0.6
Large Fault 283 NNR-10 280 283 3 0.00 7.39 0.67 0.9
Large Fault 283 NNR-10 283 286 3 0.00 60.13 0.67 0.9
Large Fault 287 NNR-10 284 287 3 0.00 60.13 0.67 0.9
Large Fault 287 NNR-10 287 290 3 0.00 27.70 2.67 0.9
Large Fault 339 NNR-10 336 339 3 1.00 3.00 0.33 5.8
Large Fault 339 NNR-10 339 342 3 1.00 0.00 0.00 5.8
Large Fault 358, 360, 363 NNR-10 357 360 3 0.43 27.02 2.00 9.8
Large Fault 358, 360, 363 NNR-10 360 363 3 0.00 2.67 0.33 9.8
Large Fault 368 NNR-10 365 368 3 0.10 105.50 3.00 0.9
Large Fault 368 NNR-10 368 371 3 0.23 87.22 2.00 0.9
Large Fault 192 NNR-3 189 192 3 0.67 17.84 1.67 0.75
Large Fault 192 NNR-3 192 195 3 0.67 30.00 1.00 0.75
Large Fault 202 NNR-3 199 202 3 0.67 48.23 3.33 14
Large Fault 202 NNR-3 202 205 3 0.67 24.49 2.00 14
Large Fault 231 NNR-3 228 231 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.4
Large Fault 231 NNR-3 231 234 3 0.00 19.35 1.00 2.4
Large Fault 269 NNR-3 266 269 3 0.00 43.47 2.00 1.4
Large Fault 269 NNR-3 269 272 3 0.43 61.71 1.00 1.4
Large Fault 201 NNR-4 198 201 3 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.3
Large Fault 201 NNR-4 201 204 3 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.3
Large Fault 228 NNR-4 225 228 3 0.97 18.67 1.00 0.6
Large Fault 228 NNR-4 228 231 3 0.00 16.98 1.00 0.6
Large Fault 256 NNR-4 253 256 3 0.13 10.71 1.33 0.75
Large Fault 256 NNR-4 256 259 3 0.00 14.75 1.67 0.75
Large Fault 300 NNR-4 297 300 3 0.00 2.03 0.33 2
Large Fault 300 NNR-4 300 303 3 0.00 18.02 1.33 2
Large Fault 396, 404 NNR-4 397 400 3 0.00 154.93 1.67 18.29
Large Fault 396, 404 NNR-4 400 403 3 0.13 156.22 2.67 18.29
Large Fault 196 NNR-7 193 196 3 0.00 12.45 1.33 0.5
Large Fault 196 NNR-7 196 199 3 0.43 18.06 2.00 0.5
Large Fault 199 NNR-7 196 199 3 0.43 18.06 2.00 0.6
Large Fault 199 NNR-7 199 202 3 1.00 11.68 1.00 0.6
Large Fault 202, 205 NNR-7 200 203 3 1.00 0.00 0.00 12
Large Fault 202, 205 NNR-7 203 206 3 1.00 27.00 2.00 12
Table 11.  Location and values of small fault “densities” within 3 ft of a large fault. 
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Large Fault 237 NNR-7 234 237 3 0.00 30.04 1.67 4.5
Large Fault 237 NNR-7 237 240 3 0.00 67.24 2.00 4.5
Large Fault 304 NNR-7 301 304 3 0.23 24.07 1.33 0.5
Large Fault 304 NNR-7 304 307 3 0.00 30.70 2.33 0.5
Large Fault 327 NNR-7 324 327 3 0.33 29.45 2.67 0.9
Large Fault 327 NNR-7 327 330 3 0.67 26.93 2.33 0.9
Large Fault 228 NNR-8 225 228 3 1.00 17.32 1.67 0.9
Large Fault 228 NNR-8 228 231 3 0.67 30.84 2.00 0.9
Large Fault 236 NNR-8 233 236 3 1.00 46.55 4.00 0.9
Large Fault 238 NNR-8 235 238 3 1.00 61.75 4.67 0.9
Large Fault 236 NNR-8 236 239 3 1.00 59.82 4.33 0.9
Large Fault 238 NNR-8 238 241 3 1.00 68.54 3.67 0.9
Large Fault 246 NNR-8 243 246 3 1.00 43.29 3.33 2.3
Large Fault 246 NNR-8 246 249 3 1.00 55.57 2.00 2.3
Large Fault 252 NNR-8 249 252 3 0.87 35.46 2.00 10.2
Large Fault 252 NNR-8 252 255 3 0.67 5.00 0.67 10.2
Large Fault 287 NNR-8 284 287 3 0.00 69.58 3.33 5
Large Fault 287 NNR-8 287 290 3 0.53 64.81 3.33 5
Large Fault 216 NNR-9 213 216 3 1.00 47.23 2.67 0.5
Large Fault 216 NNR-9 216 219 3 1.00 38.80 1.67 0.5
Large Fault 250 NNR-9 247 250 3 1.00 5.33 1.00 0.3
Large Fault 252 NNR-9 249 252 3 0.90 7.08 1.00 0.3
Large Fault 250 NNR-9 250 253 3 0.87 17.19 2.00 0.3
Large Fault 252 NNR-9 252 255 3 0.77 13.38 2.00 0.3
Large Fault 268 NNR-9 265 268 3 0.77 17.39 1.00 1.8
Large Fault 268 NNR-9 268 271 3 0.87 40.79 1.67 1.8
Large Fault 277 NNR-9 274 277 3 0.00 32.89 1.33 0.6
Large Fault 277 NNR-9 277 280 3 0.10 23.67 0.33 0.6
Large Fault 304 NNR-9 301 304 3 0.00 23.59 2.00 0.6
Large Fault 304 NNR-9 304 307 3 0.00 38.73 1.67 0.6
Large Fault 315 NNR-9 312 315 3 0.00 57.45 2.00 5
Large Fault 315 NNR-9 315 318 3 0.00 9.00 1.00 5
Large Fault 321 NNR-9 318 321 3 0.00 45.08 2.33 7.8
Large Fault 321 NNR-9 321 324 3 0.00 0.00 1.67 7.8
Large Fault 341 NNR-9 338 341 3 0.10 9.19 1.00 2.7
Large Fault 341 NNR-9 341 344 3 0.90 26.67 0.33 2.7
Table 11 Continued 
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For comparison purposes, the frequency histogram for small faults density within
the 3 ft (0.91 m) windows adjacent to large faults and cumulative displacement for these
faults are compared to distributions of small faults within a the 20 ft (7.01 m) windows
adjacent to large faults (Fig. 68). Histograms of log cumulative displacement for small
faults within 3 ft (0.91 m) and 20 ft (7.01 m) of large faults have the same variance
(Table 9) but do not have the same mean (p = 0.0104). Rather, with an increase from 10
ft (3.05 m) to 3 ft (0.91 m) from a large fault, the mean cumulative displacement per foot
also increases. This further re-enforces the quantitative conclusion that on average the
mean cumulative displacement increases with proximity to large faults.
Average cumulative displacement of small fault within the 3 ft (0.91 m) window
was plotted against mudstone fraction for comparison purposes; data points from
laterally distant locations were added to assess major deviations from expected values
(Fig. 69). Cumulative displacement measurements of small faults within the 3 ft (0.91
m) windows from large faults have a substantial amount of variability that does not
appear to fit the expected values if mudstone fraction were the sole controlling factor on
small fault cumulative displacement.
Examination of spatial locations of extreme outliers reveals that the majority are
located in zones of inferred hard linkage (Fig. 70). Wilson (2001) interpreted that hard
linkage between Segments 1 and 2 should occur near the basement in the vicinity of
NNR-4. Extreme outliers with greater than 140 mm/ft of average cumulative
displacement are located within NNR-4 near the basement. Extreme outliers with
greater than 80 mm/ft but less than 120 mm/ft of average cumulative displacement are
located in NNR-10 and comprise the footwall and hanging wall portion of the large fault
found at 368 ft. This is very suggestive of interactions between Sub-segments 1a with
1b and Segments 1 with 2. Additionally, the extreme outliers with 100 % mudstone and
greater than 38 mm/ft average cumulative displacement are located in NNR-8 between
the Upper fault and Segment 1. Even though the average cumulative displacements for
small faults near large faults are variable, most of the outliers are located in areas in






















































































































































Fig. 68. Comparison of frequency characteristics of small fault measures inside and 
outside a 3 ft window adjacent large faults.  (a) Frequency of small faults per foot 
outside the 3 ft windows, (b) frequency of small faults per foot inside the 3 ft windows.   
Logarithmically transformed cumulative displacement per foot of small faults (c) outside 
3 ft windows, (d) inside 3 ft windows and (e) inside 3 ft windows only for larger faults 













































































3ft Related to Fault-Fault Interaction
3ft Not Related to Fault-Fault Interaction
(a)
(b)
Fig. 69. Scatterplots of cumulative displacement of small fault versus mudstone percent 
for the small faults within 3 ft window adjacent to large faults, in addition to far-field 
and basement test data points. (a) Actual data points; (b) extreme outliers that are either 
spatially located in zones of large fault-fault interaction (grey stars) or not located in 
















Fig. 70. Eastern cross section with cumulative displacement of small faults, finalized 
stratigraphic and structural model.  Modified from Wilson (2001). 
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in areas of inferred hard linkage, it appears that mudstone fraction within the protolith
still grossly controls the amount of displacement of a small fault.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of examining the spatial and kinematic attributes of small faults the
following summary and conclusion can be drawn:
1) Nearly half of the 1873 small faults sampled in the core have measurable
displacements and provided the basis for studying the correlation between fault
displacement and associated gouge thickness. In sandstone, siltstone and
mudstone protoliths in the Hickory Sandstone, faults with displacements less
than 80 mm (6.1 in) exhibit only a weak linear correlation between displacement
and thickness of the cataclastic gouge zone. As also seen in prior studies there is
significant variability of gouge thickness for a specific displacement. Optimal
transformation of the data using an alternating conditional expectation method
did not improve the correlation and showed that the commonly used logarithmic
transformation of data is not justified. Incorporation of categorical measures of
mean grain size and sorting of the protolith in a multivariable, optimal
transformation, linear regression improved the correlation between gouge
thickness and displacement. For a specific displacement, a larger mean grain
size of the protolith results, on average, in a thicker gouge zone. The empirical
correlation developed was used to assign a statistical-based, displacement value
to every small fault in core with unknown displacement by using measured
gouge zone thickness and protolith texture.
2) Within the rock volume studied that envelopes the Nobles Fault system, small
faults are numerous and nearly ubiquitous spatially. Three “1-D density”
measures associated with small faults were used to quantify intensity of
occurrence of small faults: 1) number of faults in a 1 ft (0.3 m) interval, 2)
cumulative displacement of all faults in a 1 ft (0.3 m) interval, and 3) average
displacement of all faults in a 1 ft (0.3 m) interval. The latter two measures,
weight the faults by their displacement and provide a more direct relationship to
inelastic strain associated with the fault. The number of faults per ft only weakly
correlates to the cumulative displacement of the corresponding faults, which
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indicates that a frequency measure of fault occurrence should be used with
caution when inferring intensity of deformation and associated inelastic strain.
3) Small faults exhibit a range of attitudes but can be grouped into four sets based
on strike. The dominant set strikes NE, approximately parallel to the large faults
of the Noble Fault system. The NE-trending small faults dip SE (synthetic to
large faults) and NW (antithetic), with the former being more frequent. A
smaller number of small faults strike either NNW – NNE or NW – WNW and
typically dip easterly. No systematic differences in relative age between sets
could be documented. Most small faults are normal dip-slip faults, but there are
a significant number of reverse dip-slip faults, which tend to dip steeply. The
latter show no consistent spatial distribution; some may reflect effects of local
fault-fault interaction, whereas others may be related to upward propagation of
faults from the basement.
4) Small faults are not evenly distributed but tend to occur in clusters. Based upon
the spacing attributes of neighboring faults, a limiting threshold of 1 ft (0.3 m)
was defined. Faults closer than 1 ft (0.3 m) were considered to be in the same
cluster, whereas faults farther apart than 1 ft (0.3 m) were considered to be in
different clusters. The width, the number of faults and the associated cumulative
displacement of faults of a cluster are highly variable, but small clusters
dominate. Spacing between clusters ranges from 1 – 10 ft (0.3 – 3.05 m), with
spacing less than 2 ft (0.61 m) most common.
5) Intensity of small faults and associated cumulative displacement vary spatially.
There are intervals with high fault frequency and large cumulative displacement
and there are intervals with sparse numbers of faults with only small cumulative
displacement. These anomalous intervals do not exhibit a simple relationship to
the large faults of the Nobles Fault system. There are examples where zones of
intense faulting are closely associated with a large fault, but there also are
examples where zones of sparse faulting occur adjacent to large faults. The role
of protolith lithology, proximity to crystalline basement and structural position
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relative to the Nobles Fault system were explored in an effort to explain the
observed spatial distribution of small faults.
6) In order to asses the role of lithology on small faults occurrences, a far-field test
was conducted. Sample intervals were located as far from the Noble Fault as
feasible in order to minimize possible structural deformation influences. Sample
intervals were selected to provide a range in relative amounts of sandstone and
mudstone within the interval; Gamma Ray logs were used to provide a
quantitative measure of mudstone in the stratigraphic interval. Mudstone content
in an interval clearly affects the occurrence of small faults. Intervals with only
minor mudstone interbeds have the largest number of faults per foot as well as
the largest associated cumulative displacement per foot. With an increase of
mudstone content, both these measures of fault intensity decrease until a content
of 50 % mudstone is reached. A further increase of mudstone content does not
appear to have an effect on the fault intensity measures.
7) In order to assess the effect that pre-existing weaknesses within the Precambrian
Granite have on the “density” of small faults near the basement, a basement test
was conducted. Samples were taken from intervals that were no greater than 6 ft
above basement and no less than a lateral distance of 10 ft away from the Nobles
Fault. No simple systematic pattern of fault strike was observed. Rather, the
dips of small faults within these intervals tend to dip to the W, which is
indicative of faults in the footwall portion of the Nobles Fault. The frequency of
occurrence of small faults near the basement is greater as compared to similar
lithologies higher in the core.
8) Intensity of small faults and associated cumulative displacement do not
universally increase with proximity to large faults. Rather, in order to observe an
increase in small faults, a mean global cumulative displacement approach is
necessary. For large faults with greater than 1.5 m of stratigraphic throw, an
increase in small fault mean cumulative displacement is observed within 10 ft of
the large fault. If the sample window is reduced to 3 ft from a large fault. An
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increase in small fault mean cumulative displacement is observed for all large
faults.
9) In order to assess the role of fault-fault interaction on small fault development, a
scatterplot of average cumulative displacement of small faults versus mudstone
fraction was generated. The scatterplot reveals that mudstone fraction still
grossly controls the amount of displacement of small faults within 3 ft of a large
fault. Although the small sampling window increased variability, several internal
adjacent large faults exhibit anomalously high values of cumulative
displacement. Examination of the locations of these outliers reveals that they
tend to be located in zones compatible with a fault-fault interaction.
10) Bedding attitudes determined from BHTV logs and three-point calculation are
used to assess the occurrence of bedding rotation and potential effect on small
fault formation. Within the hanging wall portion of the Noble Fault, bedding
strike changes from a NW trend to a NNE strike near the Nobles Fault.
Unfortunately primary depositional influences within the footwall region of the
Nobles Fault mask recognition of systematic changes in bedding strike. The
average structural dip is 15° with a westerly direction. Bedding dips near the
Nobles Fault are routinely in excess of 30° on both sides of the fault. Places
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APPENDIX A 
For each structural element a different alphabetical identification is assigned to it.   
The alphabetically identification is placed next to the top or bottom of the structural 
element on the outside margins of the illustrated core.  Apparent displacement amount 
for each structural element also contains the alphabetically identification.  Attitudes and 
gouge thickness are aligned laterally parallel to apparent displacement along with notes.  
Qualitative measures of mean grain size (cg = coarse grained, mg = medium grained, fg 
= fine grained, cl = clay) are included within the margin containing the gouge thickness.  
Joints within the core are mapped as dotted traces in the strip maps, while faults  
are mapped as a solid trace.  Instances were the fault trace was inferred a non-continuous 
trace was used.  On occasion an older fault with discernable offset later under went an 
extensional phase (i.e. faulted joint) and is manifested as a mode I opening.  When this 
occurs the trace is mapped as a joint but with apparent displacement direction and 
magnitude.  Individual small faults were mapped until the complexity became too great 
to accurately capture at this scale of observation, this typically occurred near to or within 













Moderately Complex Fault Zone (all faults are synthetic 
in dip to one another)
Highly Complex Fault Zone (faults are synthetic and
antithetic in dip to one another) 
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Lithology Explanation  
The first time a lithology appears within an individual (5 ft) strip map, the  
lithology is alphabetically identified and colored with the appropriate gray tone within 
the portion of the core illustration that is seen looking North (i.e. front).  Subsequent 
appearances of the same lithology within the 5 ft strip map are not alphabetically 
identified.  If a bedding dip amount was recorded from the core then the direction an 
amount were used in the lithologic illustration for all lithologies until the next bedding 
measurement further down in core was recorded. 
Coarse to very coarse grain sands
Fine to medium grain sands
Coarse grain sand with few clay interbeds
Interbedded medium grain sand and clay
Clay dominate with few sand interbeds
Clay
Precambrian  B asement
A  0% 
C  20% 
B   10% 
D  30% 
E   40% 
F  50%  
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NS 57E  within normal
displacement.  Difficult to see
due to clay rich horizon
B edding @  175' :  NS 14W
B edding @  171.6':  N7W 9SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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B edding @  178.0' :  NS 12W
b=4 1 fg N70E 57NW
a=?
B edding @  175.7':  N2E  18NW
[obtained form B HT V -log]
B edding @  175.9':  N2W 14SW
[obtained form B HT V -log]
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B edding @  182.5':  N18E  14NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  184.1':  N5E  12NW





































g                                      g=2         1 mg   N80E                 Plan view of "g" &  "h"
	 	 	 	 	 	    
                      h                h=1         1 mg   N30E    
i                                        i=3        0.5 fg   N80E    69SE  
j                                      j=27          1 fg    N50E     65SE  




B edding @  192.7':  N22W 14SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
























k 0.5 fg N70E 30NW
l 1 mg N50E 49NW
B edding @  192.9' :  N20W 8SW
m 1 mg N85E 61NW









B edding @  195': N5E  19NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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1 mg N60E 61NW
1 mg
1 mg




B edding  @   197.7' :  N35W 16SW
Core is to fragile and broken to








R ake on "q": 55NE
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Multiple faults from 200' - 202'
beyond resolution
Fault "a" correlates w/202.2'
in B HT V
R ake on "a": 57NE





































































































































B edding @  206.6' :  N30E  23NW
2 mm fg









































z+y=67 z+y=5 cg N40E 67SE





















































































































N20E 41SE "v" is older than "w"
"m" is younger than "k" &  "l"











































































14S Strike for fault "p'" is 
N20E  or E W  ?







B edding @  231.8':  N7E  22NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]







































































Strike changes to N20E  at top 
of faults "k", "j", and "i"
B edding @  231.6' :  N30E  26NW



















































R ake on "j": 46NE
Fault "j" correlates w/235.8'

























R ake on "i":  66NE
Fault "i" correlates w/237.7'
in B HT V -log
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R ake on "a": 45NE
Fault "a" correlates w/242.2'
in B HT V -log
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B edding @  249.9' :  N60E  21NW
j=?
Fault "l" correlates w/247.4'
in B HT V -log
Fault "i" correlates w/248.4'
in B HT V -log
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B edding @   254.1' :  NS 18W
Shear zone is composed of quasi-
parallel striking small faults which 
change to a steeper dip higher 
in core.  High angle faults are
 younger than lower angle faults 









B edding @  253.8':  N1E  23NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  254.1':  N3E  27NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  254.5':  N11E  27NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "a" correlates w/253.5'
in B HT V -log
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B edding @  259.8' :  N30E  21NW
B edding @  255.9':  N10E  26NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  257.2':  N5E  26NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  257.6':  N16E  26NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  259.7':  N13E  26NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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s=? Fault "s" correlates w/263.5'
in B HT V -log
B edding @  262' :  NS 26NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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51NE Nice example of mechanical 
stratigraphy @  270.05'
Fault "q" correlates w/265.2'
in B HT V -log
Fault "o" correlates w/269'
in B HT V -log
B edding @  265.5' :  N30E  19NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  266.8' :  N5E  28NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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B edding @  273.2' :  N15E  19NW
i>30
k=10




























Faults "i" &  "j" correlates w/271.2'
in B HT V -log
Joint "h" correlates w/272.8'
in B HT V -log
B edding @  273.1' :  N25E  24NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  274.1' :  N15E  18NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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B edding @  275.9' :  N10W 2SW
B edding @  279.4' :  N40E  21NW
"y" is younger than "x"
"c"  is younger than "a" &  "b"
appears that "d" is younger than
 "e"but cross-cutting offset is





































g=? Joint "g" correlates w/276.1'
in B HT V -log
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N30E B etween 280' and 282' core is
1.7' with no core loss other than













l=? Joint "l" correlates w/283.9'
in B HT V -log
Fault "o" correlates w/282.5'
in B HT V -log
Fault "q" correlates w/280.5'
in B HT V -log
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B edding @  287.0' :  N30W 18SW






Joint "a" correlates w/289.5'
in B HT V -log
Fault "b" correlates w/290'
in B HT V -log
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B edding @  291.8' :  N30W 18SW
























B edding @  290.5' :  N15W 20SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  291.4' :  N35W 13SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  291.6' :  N19W 16SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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"d" is older than steeper fault
"m" is older than "l"
















































B edding @  297.7' :  N15E  16NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "l" correlates w/301.6'
in B HT V -log
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B edding @  302.6' :  N10W 14SW























Fault "v" correlates w/303.7'
in B HT V -log
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"n" is older than "m"


























B edding @  309.6' :  N10W 19SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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B edding @  311.4' :  N10W 16SW


























B edding @  310' :  N13W 24SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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B edding @  320.1' :  N5E  35NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  320.9' :  N20E  15NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Fault "u" correlates w/326.5'
in B HT V -log
Fault "t" correlates w/327'
in B HT V -log
Fault "r" correlates w/328.5'
in B HT V -log
Fault "q" correlates w/329.6'
in B HT V -log
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B edding @  342.5' :  N45W 15SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  342.5' :  N80W 15SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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B edding @  345.5' :  N50W 14SW
B edding @  349.9' :  N30W 18SW
B edding @  347.7' :  N30W 16SW
c c=3 2 cg N30W 32NE
B edding @  345.3' :  N75W 14SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  346.9' :  N53W 11SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  347.2' :  N50W 15SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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B edding @  352.8' :  N60W 13SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  353.5' :  N25W 15SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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B edding @  357.9' :  N30W 18SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "a" correlates w/356.7'
in B HT V -log
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Fault "k" correlates w/359.9'
in B HT V -log
B edding @  361.2':  N82W 11SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  361.9':  N57E  11SE
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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B edding @  368.3':  N30W 27SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  368.8':  N68W 28SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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   23 @
372.15'













































B edding @  371.9':  N22W 22SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Fault "u" correlates w/379.6'
in B HT V -log
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g g=13 0.5 clay N35E 53SE
B edding @  172.9' :  NS 28W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  174.2' :  N22E  24NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Depth Interval: 175 - 180                 
B edding @ 179.65' :  N15W 14SW
B edding @ 177.25' :  N5E  15NW
f f=12 0.5 clay N30E 43SE
B edding @  178.7' :  N22E  19NW



























Depth Interval: 180 - 185

















Joint "e" correlates w/180.7'
in B HT V -log
B edding @  182.2' :  N5W 17SW


























Depth Interval: 185 - 190











Fault "a" correlates w/185.8'
in B HT V -log
B edding @  189.2' :  N10E  17NW


























Depth Interval: 190 - 195






















































Depth Interval: 195 - 200
B edding @ 197.9' :  NS 17W
Faults "t" &  "s" are good examples 
of how sorting &  porosity of host








































































B edding @  197.8' :  N15E  24NW

























Depth Interval: 200 - 205



































B edding @ 200.9' :  N5W 28SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 202.3' :  N10E  34NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 203.6' :  N22E  15NW


























Depth Interval: 205 - 210
B edding @ 208.6' :  N35E  17NW




































Depth Interval: 210 - 215
B edding @ 213.3' :  NS 13W



































Depth Interval: 215 - 220
B edding @ 219.1' :  N10W 12SW
B edding @ 215.6' :  N20E  15NW


























Depth Interval: 220 - 225










0.5 fg N80W 47NE
61NEN70W








































B edding @ 229.25' :  N10W 16NW
B edding @ 225.7' :  N15E  18NW



























































Faults "g" &  "h" correlates
 w/227.8' in B HT V -log
B edding @ 225.3' :  N15E  20NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Depth Interval: 230 - 235
B edding @ 234.2' :  N15W 18SW





B edding @ 231.9' :  N15W 13NW























































Fault "a" correlates w/230.8'

























Depth Interval: 235 - 240
Nearly verticaly dipping fault
is younger than dipping faults.
Between faults "y" &  "x" the SE 









































1.5 cg N40E 59NW
0.5 mg
N60E 41SE
2 fg N50E 52SE




1 cg N30E 58SE
1 cg N45E 67SE
1.5 mg N55E 67SE
N45E 54NW
2 fg N65E 63NW
1 clay N75E 35SE
0.5 fg N80E 41SE
0.5 fg N55E 36SE
3 clay N80W 34SW
1 clay N45E 56NW
1 cg N40E 72NW
2 cg N55E 61NW
2 cg N70E 57SE
2 cg N35E 45SE
Fault "v" correlates w/235'
in B HT V -log
Fault "a" correlates w/235.9'
in B HT V -log
Fault "l" correlates w/238.9'



























Depth Interval: 240 - 245
B edding @ 241.85' :  N10W 22SW
B edding @  242.7' :  N15E  31NW
Fault "g" is older than steeper 
fault






















































Fault "v" correlates w/244.9'


























Depth Interval: 245 - 250
B edding @ 249.2' :  N45W 25SW
NW dipping faults are younger
than SE  dipping faults near













































































B edding @ 249.3' :  N45W 24NW


























Depth Interval: 250 - 255


























Fault "c" correlates w/251.6'
in B HT V -log

























Depth Interval: 255 - 260

















B edding @ 257.5' :  N3W 28SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 258.4' :  N3E  16NW





































Depth Interval:  260 - 265






































Depth Interval: 265 - 270
B edding @  267.15' :  N15E  20NW


























Fault "f" correlates w/265.2'
in B HT V -log
Fault "e" correlates w/268.3'

























Depth Interval: 270 - 275





B edding @  272.9' :  N40E  22NW
Fault "a" is younger than "z"



























































































Depth Interval: 275 - 280
B edding @  279.0' :  N40E  23NW
B edding @  276.2' :  N20E  23NW

















































































Depth Interval: 280 - 285
B edding @  284.5' :  N35E  17NW





B edding @  280.9' :  N30E  22NW
























































Fault "b" correlates w/281.7'
in B HT V -log
Fault "q" correlates w/283.7'


























Depth Interval: 285 - 290










































































Fault "i" correlates w/286.3'
in B HT V -log
Fault "b" correlates w/287.7'
in B HT V -log
Fault "f" correlates w/289.3'



























Depth Interval: 290 - 295
B edding @  294.8' :  N20W 9SW





B edding @  290.0' :  N10W 19SW
Fault "g" is younger than "i"
Fault "f" is younger than "e" &  "h"
Fault "a" is younger than "c:", "d",































































Fault "h" correlates w/292'
in B HT V -log
Fault "b" correlates w/293.7'


























Depth Interval: 295 - 300


































































B edding @ 296.5' :  N18W 22SW



























Depth Interval: 300 - 305






























Missing core from 303.25' - 304.1'
B edding @ 300.8' :  N27W 21SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "s" correlates w/303.1'


























Depth Interval: 305 - 310









Fault "t" correlates w/306.5'
























Depth Interval: 310 - 315
B edding @  313.75' :  N25E  9NW







































Depth Interval: 315 - 320
B edding @  315.1' :  N5E  19NW



































Fault "z" correlates w/315.9'
in B HT V -log
Fault "a" correlates w/317.5'


























Depth Interval: 320 - 325





B edding @  320.3' :  N20E  12NW
B edding @  323.6' :  N10E  11NW
Fault "l" might be younger than "k"
I f so, then it is a normal sense









































B edding @ 323.8' :  N12E  29NW


























Depth Interval: 325 - 330
B edding @  329.7' :  N20W 5SW
B edding @  328.7' :  N20W 16SW





























































Depth Interval: 330 - 335





Missing core from 332.45' - 333.5'
Fault "a" consists of at least 3
separate faults that range in
strike: N10E , N20E , and N30E
E ach fault is about 1 mm thick
Faults "b", "c", &  "d" are three 
faults amoung many which have a



















































Fault "v" correlates w/329.5'
in B HT V -log
Fault "a" correlates w/333'
























Depth Interval: 335 - 340
































Depth Interval: 340 - 345



















Data was rotated 25 degress CCW

























Depth Interval: 345 - 350





































Depth Interval: 350 - 355
B edding @  351.9' :  N30W 10SW








































Fault "s" correlates w/352'
























Depth Interval: 355 - 360














B edding @ 355.8' :  N15W 17SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 356.3' :  N25W 12SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 358.8' :  N30W 19SW
























Depth Interval: 360 - 365
B edding @  362.2' :  N35W 9SW




























B edding @ 361.6' :  N35W 9SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 362.6' :  N25W 20SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 362.9' :  N30W 23SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 364.6' :  N20W 13SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 364.3' :  N5W 13SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "h" correlates w/364'
























Depth Interval: 365 - 370
B edding @  365.15' :  N20W 14SW






































B edding @ 366.5' :  N30W 11SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 367' :  N45W 14SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 367.2' :  NS 22W

























Depth Interval: 370 - 375





























B edding @ 372.9' :  N10W 27SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 373.7' :  N38W 30SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 374.5' :  N45W 19SW
























Depth Interval: 375 - 380
B edding @  378.8 : N20W 23SE
correlates w/378.2' in B HT V -log
Possible orientation for faults 




































Fault "o" correlates w/375.3'
in B HT V -log
Nice E xample of how gouge 

























Depth Interval: 380 - 385





R otated "r", "q", "p", &  "o"  
40   CW but figure not redrawn
Fault "o" is younger than faults
"p", "q", &  "r". I t also has a large
strike-slip component
Fault "m" is older than steeper
fault above it with no orientation
data
Fault "k" appears to be older
than faults "i" &  "j"















































































B edding @ 381.4' :  N38W 20SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "a" correlates w/383.2'













































76SW Fault "b" correlates w/385.3'




































































Missing core from 179.3' - 180.3'
B edding @ 176.4' :  N10W 19SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 179.3' :  NS 14W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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R ecovered: 10.25'e e=17 1 cg N30E 67SE
B edding @ 184.4' :  NS 13W










































a=19 1 mg N20E 62SE
c=? N70E 62NW
d=? N80E 60NW




B edding @  188.6' :  N20E  13NW
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B edding @  192.8' :  N10E  11NW
a 1 cg N50E 47SEa=?
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Depth Interval: 195 - 200
p p=? ? N20E 85SE
o o=? 0.5 fg N65E 48SE
n n=9 0.5 fg N55E 56SE
l l=7 1 cg N70E 82NW
m m=16 0.5 fg N60E 67SE
not sure if "p" is a joint or









































k k=2 1 cg E W 64N
f f=9 1 cg N5E 54SE
e e=3 1 cg N10E 42SE
d d=32 2 clay N25E 32SE
c c=? 0.5 mg N20E 55SE
g
g=21 2 cg NS 46E
j j=? 1.5 cg N60E 29NW
h h=? 1 cg NS 52E
i i=2 1 cg N10E 50SE
Orientation lost from R un#19 to
R un# 20 so bedding dip line is 







B edding @ 201.8' :  N10E  18NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 204.4' :  N5E  25NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Depth Interval: 205 - 210
a a=3 0.5 mg N20E 63SE
z z=6 0.5 mg N20E 81SE
b b=? 0.5 mg N20E 56SE
y y=? 0.5 mg N30E 54SE
B edding @  208.0' :  N20E  14NW



























Depth Interval: 210 - 215





































































q q=150 13 fg N80E 82SE
r r=19 1 fg N70W 67NE
p p=43 2 mg N70E 70SE
o o=? N65E 64SE
n n=? 1  fg N60E 53SE
m m=23 0.5 fg N55E 65SE
B edding @  219.1' :  N10E  14NW
B edding @ 219.6' :  N25E  9NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Depth Interval: 220 - 225






L ost orientation from R un#21
to R un#22 assumed bedding dip
from 221' &  up is W.
l l=? 0.5 cg N25W 33NE
B edding @ 220.9' :  NS 13NW


























Depth Interval: 225 - 230
k k=? 0.5 fg N10E 51SE
j j=? 0.5 fg N20E 67SE
i i=3 1 cg NS 26E
h h=5 1 cg N40W 82NE
g g=14 1 cg N10W 52NE
B edding @ 227.3' :  NS 22W












































f f=30 N50E 57SE





























d=1 0.5 fg N10E 68SE
b=5 1 fg N50E 18SE
c=1 0.5 fg N15E 83SE
B edding @  239.5' :  N10E  20NW
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z z=6 0.5 fg N20W 52NE
a a=3 0.5 fg N30E 50SE
y y=3 1 mg N30W 52NE
x x=? 1 mg N30W 10NE
w w=5 1 mg N45E 67NW
v v=? 1 mg N20W 56NE
B edding @ 242.3 : NS 16W






B edding @ 247.2' :  N15E  28NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
























u u=? 1 clay N60E 47NW
t t=13 N50E 71NW
s s=3 0.5 fg N60E 60NW
r r=9 0.5 fg N20W 31NE
q q=4 0.5 fg N35E 41SE
B edding @  249.4' :  N10E  11NW
B edding @ 249' :  N10E  20NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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p=44 3 cg N60E 46SE















1 mg N70W 55SW
l 1 mg N70E 63NW
m
m+l=27
2 mg N85E 71NW









"g" is younger than "f"
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d d=35 2.5 cg N50E 64SE
a a=? 2 cg N70W 26NE
b b=? 4cg N5E 33NW
c c=? 1 cg N10E 28NW
B edding @  256.4' :  N20E  22NW
B edding @ 255' :  N10E  24NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 257.4' :  N5E  33NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "c" correlates w/256.3'
in B HT V -log
Fault "b" correlates w/257.1'
in B HT V -log
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a a=3 0.5 mg N40E 57NW
b
b=70 1 mg N55E 76NW
d d=39 2 mg N20E 83SE
e e=1 0.5 mg N80E 37SE
f f=? 2 cg N45E 65SE
c c=3 0.5 mg N50W 73NE
@  263.7' displacement is 
18mm and thickness is 
0.5mm[mg]
Fault "b" correlates w/261.4'
in B HT V -log
B edding @ 263.3' :  N35E  30NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "f" correlates w/264.7'

























Depth Interval: 265 - 270
g g=? 1 cg N50E 58SE
f f=27 2 mg N50E 83NW
e e=? 24 cg N75E 57SE
d d=55 3 cg N70E 74SE
b b=? 1 mg N45E 27SE
a a=? 1 mg N40E 54SE
c c=? 1 clay N50E 59SE
B edding @  266.5' :  N10W 16SW
Fault "e" correlates w/268.8'


























Depth Interval: 270 - 275
z z=? 4 cg N80E 49SE
y y=30 2 mg N40E 68SE
x=? 4 cg N70E 50SE
w w=? 2 cg N75E 62SE
v v=? 3 cg N75E 80SE







Fault "z" correlates w/270.2'
in B HT V -log
Fault "u" correlates w/273.6'

























Depth Interval: 275 - 280
t t=? N30E 71SE
s
s=55 3 mg N80E 73SE
r r=? 1 cg N80E 41SE
q q=? 1 cg E W 56S
p p=? 4 cg N85E 44SE
o o=? 4 fg N80E 41SE
n n=? 6 fg N70E 53SE
Fault "p" correlates w/276.5'
in B HT V -log
Fault "n" correlates w/277'











































B edding @ 284.3' :  N15E  18NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "k" correlates w/285.1'
in B HT V -log
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SE dipping set is dominate and 
younger than fault "d"
B edding @  289.2' :  N20E  22NW
B edding @ 285.8' :  N10E  18NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 286.4' :  N20E  27NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "b" correlates w/289'






































































B edding @ 293.2' :  N10E  21NW
Fault "a" correlates w/292.4'

































































Fault "i" is younger than "j"
Faults "z"&  "y" might be the same 







































































B edding @  303.1' :  NS 18W
Fault "f" correlates w/303.7'























































u=3 1cg N35E 56SE
t=? 3 cg N65E 62SE
u
t
B edding @  308.8' :  N30E  24NW
Fault "b" correlates w/306.3'
in B HT V -log
Joint "x" correlates w/307.7'

























Depth Interval: 310 - 315
B edding @ 314.0' :  N20E  26NW






s=? 3 cg E W 71Sr
r=7 3 cg N70E 67SE
q q=? 4 cg N60E 65SE
p p=? 3 cg N35E 58NW
o o=? N70W 66NE
n n=? 2 cg N85W 74NE
m m=? 2 cg N40E 43NW
l l=? 2 cg N45E 47NW
j j=24 3 cg N30E 56NW
























Depth Interval: 315 - 320
i i=? N65E 71SE
h h=? N40E 65SE
g g=? N60E 62SE
f f=? N35E 71NW
e
e=8 N15W 64SW
d d=2 N40E 63SE
c c=4 N45E 62SE
b b=? N20E 57NW








Fault "b" is older than "c"
@  316.4 displacement is 17mm
w/ gouge thickness = 3mm [cg] 
Missing core from 319' - 319.3'
Fault "g" correlates w/315.7'
























Depth Interval: 320 - 325
v=? 50 cg N40E 72SE
w=? 3 mg N40E 53NW
x=? 3 mg N45E 71NW
y=? 3 mg N50E 64NW
z=? 140 mg N40E 63SE
a=? 2 cg N35E 72NW
b=? 1 cg N30E 11SE
c=? 0.5 mg N5W 62SW
d=1 1 mg N20W 45SW






















Fault "z" correlates w/322.3'
in B HT V -log
Fault "v" correlates w/319.6'

























Depth Interval: 325 - 330
f f=7 1 mg N30E 67NW
g g=8 1 mg N15E 65NW

























Depth Interval: 330 - 335






z=? 0.5 cg N40E 11SE
x=? 1 cg N45E 67SE
y=16 1 cg N35E 86SE







B edding @  330.3' :  N80E  16SE
Joint "v" correlates w/334.8'

























Depth Interval: 335 - 340
t=2 1 cg N50W 54NE
q=? 0.5 cg N50W 62NE
p=16 1 cg N55W 57NE
o=? 1 cg N30E 17NW
n=? 1 cg N30E 64SE
u=? 1 cg N50W 55NE
2 cg N40E 55SE
s+r>30








n Fault "n" correlates w/340'




































Depth Interval: 340 - 345
m=? 28 clay N60E 66SE
l=80 5 mg N40E 84SE
k=? N65E 60NW
j=? 16 mg N45E 71SE







B edding @  343.7' :  N20W 11SW
Fault "m" correlates w/341.3'
in B HT V -log
Fault "j" correlates w/342.3'
in B HT V -log
Joint "h" correlates w/344.4'
in B HT V -log
B edding @ 343.5' :  N15W 15SW
























Depth Interval: 345 - 350
g=30 4 mg N40E 42NW
f=9 1 mg N40E 63NW
e=2 0.5 mg N75E 64NW
d=3 1 mg N60E 81NW
c=? 1 mg N65E 66NW









@  347.0' Fg to Mg Sandstone
with 1mm Fault displacement
























Depth Interval: 350 - 355
z z=? 0.5 mg N40E 77SE
y y=? 1 cg N30E 54SE
x x=2 2 cg N15E 64SE
a a=? 1 mg N10W 56NE
b b=? 1 mg NS 58Wc
c=?
c+d=9 cg N5W 46SWd
d=? N5W 44SW
B edding @  353.9' :  N30W 15SW
B edding @ 352.6' :  N18W 18SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "c" &  "d" correlates w/354.4'























Depth Interval: 355 - 360
e e=? 1 mg N60E 24NW
f f=? 1 mg N65E 56NW
g g=1 1.5 mg N80E 59NW
Fault "f" is most likely older 
than "g"























Depth Interval: 360 -365
B edding @  360.4' :  N35W 12SW
h h=? 1 cg N25E 17NW
i i=? 1 cg N5E 18NW
B edding @ 360.3' :  N30W 20SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 363.9' :  N22W 15SW























Depth Interval: 365 - 370
k k=? 0.5 mg N35E 74NW
l l=? 0.5 mg N75E 57NW
j j=? 4 cg N80W 27NE
potential NS fault
B edding @  366.6' :  N55W 6SW
B edding @ 367.6' :  N50W 18SW





























m=? ? NS 83E
n=8 1 cg N50W 49NE
o=38 2 mg N40W 48NE
p=? 2 cg N15E 37NW






orientation from run #37 &  below 






B edding @ 373.8' :  N52W 32SW























Depth Interval: 375 - 380
r=? N75E 50NW
s s=? N25W 54NE
t t=? N20W 57NE
r
B edding @ 376.9' :  N40W 31SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 379.6' :  N20W 25SW
























Depth Interval: 380 - 385
u u=? 3 mg N65E 52NW
v v=>50 6 cg N75E 55SE
x x=? ? N75E 56SE
w w=? 4 cg N65E 35SE
y y=? ? N55E 52SE





B edding @  383.5' :  N15W 13SW
B edding @ 381.9' :  N40W 19SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @ 383.3' :  N18W 13SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Depth Interval: 175 - 180
B edding @  176.0' :  N20W 13SW
B edding @  179.4' :  N10W 15SW





























































Depth Interval: 180 - 185
B edding @  180.5' :  N20E  17NW





























Fault "p" is younger than "o" and 
has an apparent reverse sense of
displacement
R ake on "m" is 80NE
1 cg
269











Depth Interval: 185 - 190




























































Depth Interval: 190 - 195





























L ost orientation above 191.2', 



























Depth Interval: 195 - 200
B edding @  198.0' :  NS 9W
x x=? N70W 52NE
B edding @  195.3' :  N15E  14NW

























Depth Interval: 200 - 205
B edding @  202.1' :  N15E  24NW
























R un # 20







1 cg N20E 44SE
B edding @  200.5' :  N10E  26NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  201.1' :  N20E  28NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  201.6' :  N10E  26NW

























Depth Interval: 205 - 210






































Depth Interval: 210 - 215
























R un # 21
Score card: 211.33' 
211.3' - 221.3'
Drilled: 10.0'
R ecovered: 10.0'0.25 clay


























Depth Interval: 215 - 220
























B edding @  219.45' :  NS 13W
0.5 mg
B edding @  218.7' :  NS 13W

























Depth Interval: 220 - 225
B edding @  221.45' :  N20E  15NW
B edding @  224.55' :  N15E  13NW





B edding @  224.4' :  N18E  19NW


























Depth Interval: 225 - 230
B edding @  229.3' :  N20E  20NW
c c>85 N20W 46NE
B edding @  229.8' :  N20E  17NW
B edding @  225.4' :  N37E  25NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  228.3' :  N15E  15NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  229.2' :  N25E  22NW

























Depth Interval: 230 - 235
B edding @  231.45' :  N45E  15NW

























Fault "a" correlates w/232.7'
in B HT V -log

























Depth Interval: 235 - 240








































B edding @  236.7' :  N30E  31NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  235.7' :  N15E  14NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  236' :  N22E  14NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "s" correlates w/238.3'

























Depth Interval: 240 - 245
B edding @  240.3' :  N10E  17NW
























R un # 24

























Fault "a" correlates w/241.7'

























Depth Interval: 245 - 250




















B edding @  248.7' :  N15E  15NW
1 mg


























Depth Interval: 250 - 255
B edding @  252.6' :  N30E  19NW















R un # 25





B edding @  254.9' :  N30E  21NW
B edding @  251.7' :  N30E  22NW

























Depth Interval: 255 - 260










































B edding @  259.4' :  N5E  36NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "a" correlates w/ 255.6'



























Depth Interval: 260 - 265
B edding @  261.15' :  N10E  26NW
























R un # 26





B edding @  263.4' :  N15E  17NW


















B edding @  260' :  N3E  22NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  260.6' :  N10E  22NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  261.2' :  N30E  25NW


























Depth Interval: 265 - 270









Joint "a" correlates w/268.3'

























Depth Interval: 270 - 275
B edding @  273.7' :  N20E  19NW
























R un # 27





Faults "j", "g", "h", &  "i" are all


















B edding @  273' :  N10E  21NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  274.7' :  N3E  23NW


























Depth Interval: 275 - 280
























































R un # 28




6 fg Fault "n" correlates w/281.2'
in B HT V -log
Fault "o" correlates w/282.6'
in B HT V -log
Fault "p" correlates w/283.3'
in B HT V -log
Fault "q" correlates w/284.4'
in B HT V -log








































































































Fault "r" correlates w/284.7'
in B HT V -log
Fault "w" correlates w/286.5'
in B HT V -log
Joint "z" correlates w/287.9'
in B HT V -log
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R un # 29





p p=? 1 cg N50E 86SE
1 cg
Fault "f" correlates w/289.4'
in B HT V -log
Fault "g" correlates w/290.6'
in B HT V -log
Fault "q" correlates w/293.4'
in B HT V -log
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Depth Interval: 295 - 300















B edding @  299.0' :  N10E  16NW
0.5 cg
B edding @  299.9' :  N15E  27NW
292






















Depth Interval: 300 - 305
B edding @  302.8' :  N30E  10NW









R un # 30
Score card: 301.5' 
301.3' - 311.3'
Drilled: 10.0'
R ecovered: 9.45'1 cg
B edding @  302.5' :  N22E  21NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Depth Interval: 305 - 310
B edding @  307.3' :  N20E  15NW


















Fault "d" appears to be younger
than fault "a"
B edding @  306.6' :  N15E  29NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "a" correlates w/307.95
in B HT V -log
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Depth Interval: 310 - 315
B edding @  312.0' :  N15E  17NW
























R un # 31














































B edding @  313.3' :  N15E  23NW
Fault "r" is possible younger than
"t" &  "s"
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Depth Interval: 315 - 320
B edding @  317.85' :  N20W 18SW
B edding @  319.7' :  N20W 29SW
k k=3 0.5 fg N70E 74SE
B edding @  317.3' :  N7E  26NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  319.8' :  NS 29W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Depth Interval: 320 - 325
B edding @  320.4' :  N30W 20SW




























R ecovered: 9.95'1 cg
B edding @  322.75' :  N40W 13SW
e e=? 1 cg N35E 77SE
1 cg
B edding @  321.8' :  N33E  16NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Depth Interval: 325 - 330
B edding @  326.9' :  N15E  21NW





















B edding @  327.9' :  N7W 11SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "b" correlates w/326.2'
in B HT V -log
Fault "a" correlates w/326.5'
in B HT V -log
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Depth Interval: 330 - 335 









R un # 33





B edding @  331.1' :  N10W 15SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Depth Interval: 335 - 340

















d d=? 7 cg N50E 82SE
B edding @  336.65' :  N5W 13SW
B edding @  335.6' :  NS 20W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
Fault "b" correlates w/338'
in B HT V -log
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Depth Interval: 340 - 345

















k k=? 1 cg N55E 59NW














Data rotated 25 CCW fom 
341.25' - 350' but figures are
not redrawn
Fault "n" correlates w/340.9'
in B HT V -log
Fault "l" correlates w/341.6'
in B HT V -log
Fault "h" correlates w/342.1'
in B HT V -log
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Depth Interval: 345 - 350































B edding @  349.7' :  N10W 13SW
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Depth Interval: 350 - 355































Fault "q" is younger than faults 
"p" and "o"











R un # 35




B edding @  354.5' :  N15E  16NW
B edding @  350.1' :  NS 25W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  350.7' :  NS 22W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
R otated data 15 CCW from
350.8' - 354.3' but figures were 
not redrawn
Fault "t" correlates w/352.2'
in B HT V -log
Fault "u" correlates w/352.8'
in B HT V -log
Fault "r" correlates w/352.5'
in B HT V -log
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Depth Interval: 355 - 360











































































Depth Interval: 360 - 365






























w w=9 0.5 clay N50E 61SE
v v=? N35E 54SE 
B etween 360.5' and 361.0' NW
dipping faults are predominately
younger than SE  dipping faults.
In instances when NW dipping
faults are older than SE  dipping
faults, the SE  dipping faults
tend to have a dip greater than
70  .
Fault "c" correlates w/360.1'
in B HT V -log
Fault "b" correlates w/361.6'
in B HT V -log
Fault "a" correlates w/362.8'
in B HT V -log
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Depth Interval: 365 - 370
Fault "r" is younger than fault "s"





























m m=? N45E 81SE
n n=39 N40E 74SE 
0.5 mg
k k=? 0.5 mg N70E 39NW





































c c=? N30W 46NE
4 mg
3 cg
B edding @  372.0' :  N15E  10NW
B edding @  373.5' :  N20W 9SW
R un # 37




B edding @  374.5' :  N25W 10SW
B edding @  371.1' :  N15W 6SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  372.1' :  N10W 15SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  372.7' :  N7W 15SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  373.7' :  N45W 15SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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f f=5 E W 81S
1.5 cg
0.25 mg
B edding @  379.2' :  N25E  14NW
g
g=4 N80E 77NW0.25 mg
B edding @  378.4' :  N15W 10SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  379.3' :  N45W 22SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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a a=? N80W 34NE
1 cg
2 cg
B edding @  384.1' :  N35E  15NW
b b=13 N80W 31NE2.5 cg
e e=11 1 mg N70W 46SW
d d=7 N70W 39NE1 cg
f f=? N75W 37SW2 mg
Fault "d" is younger than faults 
"e" and "f"
Fault "c" is older than faults
"a" and "b"
R un # 38  




B edding @  383.4' :  N30W 19SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
309































i i=10 N30W 66NE
1.5 cg
1.5 cg
l l=? N60W 74NE1 cgk
k=? 0.5 mg N55W 56NE
j j=23 N75E 55NW1.5 mg
n n=? N45W 47NE
Fault "h" is older than fault "g"
R ake on "m" is 68SE
o o=? 1 cg N60W 40NE
p p=? N75W 46NE1 cg
m m=? N80W 78NE
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R un # 39
































B edding @  172.1: N10W, 26SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  175: N5E , 21NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
A
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B edding @  178.4: N7E , 23NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Missing core from 184.55' - 185.2'
B edding @  184.4: NS, 23W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Missing core from 193.0' - 193.65'
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a=? 20 N50E 76SE
b=?
Fault "a" correlates with 201'
in B HT V -lo
B edding @  202.9' :  N15E  27NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
N30E 57SE
318













































B edding @  205.9' :  NS 24W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  206.4' :  N22E  35NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  208.6' :  N30E  24NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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B edding @  217.4' :  N20W 9SW
Missing core from 219.05' - 219.5'
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B edding @  225.0' :  N30E  11NW
R ake = 65NE  on fault "e"
fault "e" correlates with 225' in
B HT V -log




















Fault "a" correlates with 227.7' in
B HT V -log





























c c=13 1.5 cg N40E 61SE
Missing core from 232.4' - 233.25'
B edding @  231.1' :  N20E  13NW
fault "c" correlates with 230.6' in
B HT V -log
B edding @  234.7' :  N30E  29NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
324
























B edding @  238.6' :  N30E  21NW
a a=2 0.5 fg N75W 84NE
B edding @  235.2' :  N37E  25NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  236.3' :  N10E  18NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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fault "a" correlates with 239.6' in
B HT V -log
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B edding @  247.9' :  N20E  21NW
"c" is older than "d"

































fault "g" correlates with 249.1' in
B HT V -log
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B edding @  253.0' :  N30E  21NW































B edding @  251.1' :  N5W 28NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  253.5' :  N7W 29SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  254.2' :  NS 41W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  254.2' :  N5W 39SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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Multiple smaller faults associated
with the general orientation and
displacement of fault "d". Some 
anithetic dipping faults are also






























fault "d" correlates with 255.6' in
B HT V -log
B edding @  256.3' :  N22E  27NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  257.6' :  N25E  23NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  259.9' :  N20E  21NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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"l" is most likely a normal fault
fault "l" correlates with 265.8' in





























B edding @  260.8' :  NS 23W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  261.9' :  N7E  19NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  262.2' :  N30E  21NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  263.1' :  N22E  23NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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joint "r" correlates with 270.1'  in
B HT V -log
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"t" and "u" are younger than "v"










































































B edding @  272.9' :  N15E  19NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
R ake = 46NE , fault "k"
R ake = 67NE , fault "h"
B edding @  274.5' :  N30E  27NW





























B edding @  279.5' :  N30E  22NW





































R ake = 54 NE , fault "a"
fault "a" correlates with 274.9' in
B HT V -log
B edding @  276.1' :  N30E  33NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
fault "y" correlates with 276.9 in
B HT V -log
B edding @  277.6' :  N30E  35NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  279.4' :  N25E  30NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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fault "b" correlates with 280.3' in
B HT V -log
B edding @  282.2' :  N22E  30NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  283.7' :  N30E  22NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
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B edding @  287.0' :  N30E  12NW

























B edding @  285.4' :  N20E  20NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  286.2' :  N15E  20NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  287.3' :  N25E  26NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  288.1' :  N52E  22NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  289.5' :  N22E  21NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
335


























































fault "h" correlates with 291.2' in
B HT V -log
fault "g" correlates with 291.9 in
B HT V -log
B edding @  293.8' :  N52E  23NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
336























fault "y" correlates with 298.6 in




















B edding @  295.8' :  N45E  18NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
337































































B edding @  302.1' :  N20W 20SW





fault "z" correlates with 300.7' in
B HT V -log
B edding @  303.7' :  N10E  19NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
338























B edding @  305.4' :  N20E  21NW
SE  set is younger than NW set,
but if interpretation is correct










































B edding @  304.45' :  N30E  15NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
fault "p" correlates with 306.5' in
B HT V -log
fault "o" correlates with 307.1' in
B HT V -log
fault "i" correlates with 308.2 in
B HT V -log
339


























































B edding @  311.4' :  N15E  23NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
340

























B edding @  316.4' :  N25E  27NW
B edding @  319.5' :  N25W 23SW
Steep fault appears to be younger











B edding @  315.9' :  N25E  36NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  317.9' :  NS 21W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  319.5' :  N25W 24SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
341









































B edding @  323.8' :  N22E  26NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
fault "b" correlates with 321.5 in
B HT V -log
joint "a" correlates with 322.5 in
B HT V -log
342


























B edding @  328.5' :  N15E  15NW
Missing core from 326.8' - 327.7'
B edding @  327.8' :  N20E  13NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
343





























B edding @  333.6' :  N7E  16NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
344


































fault "l" and "m" correlate with
335.6 in B HT V -log
345








































B edding @  342.7' :  N20E  13NW
B edding @  340.2' :  N18E  21NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  342.2' :  NS 27W
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  344.5' :  N3E  17NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
346



































































"g" is older then steeper SE  dipping
fault, but younger than "f"
"h" is a joint
V ery photogenic fault system
B edding @  348.4' :  N10E  16NW
B edding @  345.8' :  N30W 11SW
fault "e" correlates with 346.6' in
B HT V -log
fault "a" correlates with 347.3' in
B HT V -log
B edding @  349.8' :  N7E  23NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
347













































B edding @  351.7' :  N8E  25NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  352.7' :  N3E  25NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  354.5' :  N10W 18SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
348



































































B edding @  356.95' :  N35E  22NW
fault "h" correlates with 356.6' in
B HT V -log
349





























B edding @  361.0' :  N5E  12NW
B edding @  360.1' :  N3W 27SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  364.1' :  N10E  17NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
350







































B edding @  366.5' :  N3E  15SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  368.3' :  NS 15SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
351









































B edding @  373.5' :  N30E  15NW
Missing core from 374.2' - 375.6'
Fault "c" orientation was taken 
from previous strip map





B edding @  374.2' :  N5W 15SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
352








































B edding @  376.3' :  N15W 11SW
B edding @  376' :  N10E  18NW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
B edding @  376.4' :  N15W 17SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
353

















































B edding @  382.7' :  N45W 7SW
Missing core from 381.1' - 382.1'
354





































































B edding @  386.2' :  N30W 24SW
"x" is younger than "w" and "v"
fault "a" correlates with 385.4' in 
B HT V -log
B edding @  386.25' :  N25W 30SW
[obtained from B HT V -log]
fault "x" correlates with 386.2' in
B HT V -log
fault "u" correlates with 389.6' in
B HT V -log
355




























































































B edding @  390.3' :  N35W 7SW
B edding @  395.0' :  N45E  39SE
Nice example of bedding
rotation
joint "f" correlates with 391' in
B HT V -log
B edding @  394.7' :  N38E  52SE
[obtained from B HT V -log]
fault "i" correlates with 392.8' in
B HT V -log
fault "m" correlates with 394.5' in
B HT V -log
356



































































































B edding @  395.55' :  N80W 11SW
fault "a" correlates with 395.7' in
B HT V -log
357


































































































R ake = 62 NE  for fault "h"
Pc
B edding @  403.5' :  N23W 22NE
[obtained from B HT V -log]
R ake = 62 NE  for fault "p"
358
APPENDIX B
In order to facilitate quantitative analysis of data recorded from the core and
illustrated in strip maps, data were tabulated in a Microsoft Excel spread sheet. The data































Borehole in which structural element resides
Midpoint depth of structural element (ft)
Type of structural feature:
f = fault
j = joint
f/j = faulted joint
b= bedding
Minimum depth of fault, joint or faulted joint in borehole (ft)
Maximum depth of fault, joint or faulted joint in borehole (ft)
Strike of structural feature (quadrant format)
Dip of structural feature
Gouge thickness of small fault (mm)
Sorting of protolith:
1 = Lower Middle Hickory
2 = Lower Hickory
Grain Size of protolith:
1 = Very coarse grained (2 to 0.5 mm)
2 = Medium Grained (0.5 to 0.25 mm)
3 = Fine Grained (0.25 to 0.0625 mm)



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Name: Mitchell C. Graff
Address: BP America Inc.
501 Westlake Park Blvd.
P.O. Box 3092 (77253-3092)
Houston Tx, 77079
E-mail: Mitchell.Graff@bp.com
Education: B.S. in Geology, December 2000
The University of Texas of the Permian Basin
435
